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Abstract
We first develop an analytical model to explain the spin-selectivity in ex-
periments that measure conductance through DNA molecules attached to
a Ni substrate and a gold electrode. Our model involves an electron con-
fined to a helix potential; the spin-orbit due to the carbon atomic cores is
modeled by a Rashba term. We calculate the eigenstates of the electron in
the SO-active helix and by calculating the expectation value of the currents
for eigenstates of different spins, we find that electrons of different spins
propagate with different velocities, thus generating the spin-filtering seen in
the experiments.
Moving on to graphene, we begin by studying superlattices of periodi-
cally hydrogenated graphene in a dilute regime. We include in our model the
adatom-induced magnetism and spin-orbit couplings, and we investigate the
topological properties of the band structure via a Berry curvature analysis.
A direct visualization of the edge states is also carried out by calculating the
spatial distribution of midgap states in the hydrogenated nanoribbon struc-
ture, and by looking at the DOS at the edge of semi-infinite structure. We
also investigate the magnetic anisotropy induced by the spin-orbit coupling
within a Hubbard model at the mean-field approximation.
Next, we consider pairwise interactions between adatoms in graphene.
For distances in which their orbitals do not overlap, the adatoms may yet
have indirect interactions mediated by the electrons of graphene. We calcu-
late the total interaction energy via a two-impurity Anderson model. In un-
strained graphene the interactions oscillate according to cos2(∆K2 .r) a type
of periodicity that is referred to in the literature as Hidden Kekule´ order-
ing. We investigate how elastic strains in graphene modulate the pair-wise
interactions between adatoms. We include in our description the effects of
adatom magnetization and consider also the interactions between adatoms
in the hollow position and benzene-like adsorbates.
Lastly, the effect of electron-electron interactions in twisted bilayer graphene
are investigated. The Fermi velocity is reduced for small twisting angles,
leading to nearly flat bands (strongly localized in the regions of AA-stacking)
around the Fermi level for some twisting angles. We calculate the magnetic
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order within one unit cell using a collinear mean-field approximation for the
Hubbard term and we obtain that the semimetal-Mott insulator transition
is facilitated by the reduction of the Fermi velocity. Unlike the antifer-
romagnetic phase in the monolayer honeycomb, this antiferromagnetism is
strongly localized in the AA regions. We also take into account the effect of
an applied interlayer bias, which in the non-interacting limit enhances the
electron-confinement. This enhanced confinement turns the moire´ pattern
of TBLG into a triangular superlattice of electrons confined in AA-regions,
and we find that under interlayer bias the ground state becomes a 120◦ Ne´el
state.
Resumen
Primero desarrollamos un modelo anal´ıtico para explicar la selectividad de
esp´ın observada en experimentos que miden la conductancia a trave´s de
mole´culas de ADN adheridas a un sustrato de Ni y un electrodo de oro.
Nuestro modelo es el de un electro´n confinado en un potencial helicoidal; la
interaccio´n esp´ın-o´rbita debida a los nu´cleos ato´micos de carbono se modela
como un te´rmino de Rashba. Calculamos los autoestados del electro´n en
la he´lice con espn-rbita, y mediante un ca´lculo de los valores esperados de
las corrientes para autoestados de diferentes orientaciones de esp´ın, encon-
tramos que los electrones de diferentes espines se progagan con diferentes
velocidades, generando as´ı el filtrado de esp´ın observado en los experimentos.
Continuando en grafeno, empezamos estudiando superredes de grafeno
hidrogenado de manera perio´dica en un re´gimen diluido. Incluimos en nue-
stro modelo el magnetismo y la interaccio´n esp´ın-o´rbita (EO) inducidas por
el ada´tomo, e investigamos las propiedades topolo´gicas mediante un ana´lisis
de la curvatura de Berry de las bandas del sistema. Se lleva a cabo una visu-
alizacio´n directa de los estados de borde, calculando la distribucio´n espacial
de los estados dentro del gap de la estructura de nano-cintas hidrogenadas,
y viendo la densidad de estados en el borde de una estructura semi-infinita.
Tambie´n investigamos la anisotrop´ıa magne´tica inducida por el acople EO
mediante una aproximacio´n de campo medio al modelo de Hubbard.
A continuacio´n, consideramos las interacciones a pares entre ada´tomos
en grafeno. Para distancias en las cuales sus orbitales no pueden solapar, los
ada´tomos pueden tener interacciones indirectas mediadas por los electrones
del grafeno. Calculamos la energ´ıa de interaccio´n mediante un modelo de
Anderson de dos impurezas. En grafeno sin tensiones ela´sticas, las interac-
ciones oscilan de acuerdo a cos2(∆K2 .r), una periodicidad que da lugar a un
ordenamiento conocido en la literatura como Orden de Kekule´ oculto. In-
vestigamos co´mo las tensiones ela´sticas en el grafeno modulan la interaccio´n
entre pares de ada´tomos en grafeno. Incluimos en nuestra descripcio´n, los
efectos de la magnetizacio´n de los ada´tomos y consideramos tambie´n las
interacciones entre ada´tomos adsorbidos en el centro del hexa´gono y adsor-
batos con estructura de benzeno.
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Por u´ltimo, se investiga el efecto de las interacciones electro´n-electro´n en
bicapas de grafeno rotado (TBLG, siglas en ingle´s). La velocidad de Fermi
es reducida para pequen˜os a´ngulos de rotacio´n, dando origen a bandas casi
planas, fuertemente localizadas en las zona AA, cerca del nivel de Fermi
para algunos a´ngulos de rotacio´n. Calculamos el orden magne´tico dentro
de una celda unidad usando una aproximacio´n de campo medio colineal al
modelo de Hubbard, y obtenemos que la transicio´n de semimetal a aislante
de Mott es facilitada por la reduccio´n de la velocidad de Fermi. A diferencia
de la fase antiferromagne´tica en la monocapa hexagonal, este antiferromag-
netismo esta´ fuertemente localizado en las zonas AA. Tambie´n tomamos en
cuenta el efecto de una diferencia de potencial entre las capas, que en el
l´ımite no-interactuante optimiza el confinamiento de electrones. Este confi-
namiento reforzado convierte al patro´n de moire´ del TBLG en una superred
triangular de electrones confinados en las zonas AA, y encontramos que bajo
la diferencia de potencial entre las capas el estado fundamental es un estado
de Ne´el de 120◦.
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Introduction
A molecule (or any object for that matter) is chiral if it can be distin-
guished from its mirror image. For decades, spin-polarized electrons have
been known to have the capability of distinguishing between left- and right-
handed chiral molecules. In analogy with optical dichroism (the polarization-
dependent absorption of light by molecules), this effect has been referred to
in the literature as electron dichroism. An early experiment [1] found that
electron scattering through a vapour of Yb(hfc)3 (chiral molecules contain-
ing heavy atoms) was dependent on the spin of the incoming electron. The
asymmetry factor in scattering was approximately 1.5×10−4. More recently,
experiments by Naaman and collaborators, generated spin-polarized free
electrons by shining circularly polarized light on a gold substrate, and mea-
sured the scattering of these electrons through thin-films of chiral molecules
attached to the gold [17]. In these experiments, they obtained asymmetries
of up 10−1, much larger than the ones measured in experiments in vapour
phase, attributing the larger asymmetry (despite the chiral molecules hav-
ing a low atomic number and weak spin-orbit coupling) to SOC-enhancing
effects of the monolayer. Theoretical studies explain spin-selectivity in the
scattering regime in terms of an interplay between the SOC of the molecule
and its chiral geometry [32].
A more recent experiment observed the spin-selectivity effect in another
setup where a chiral molecule (double strand DNA) is ”sandwiched” be-
tween a nickel substrate and a gold nanoparticle [16]. In this experimental
setup, the conductance is measured between two electrodes, hence the effect
observed here involves bound electrons unlike in Ref. [17]. The conduc-
tance measurements were dependent on the spin-polarization of the elec-
trons (which was controlled with a magnet below the nickel substrate).
As a control, the authors substituted the DNA molecules with non-chiral
molecules (dialkylthiols) sandwiched between the nickel and gold and no
spin-selectivity in the conductance was observed. Given that the effect oc-
curs within one molecule, this experiment shows that the cooperative effect
of the self-assembled monolayer is not essential for the spin-selectivity to
occur. In the first part of this thesis, we will propose a continuum theoret-
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ical model to address the issue of spin-selectivity observed in conductance
measurements through chiral molecules.
While electron dichroism in chiral molecules is a prominent example
of spin-dependent dynamics in one-dimensional systems, this thesis devotes
considerably more space to related spin-dependent effects in two-dimensional
systems, which exhibit a far richer playing ground. In the second chapter
we will consider spin-orbit effects in graphene. Graphene (first isolated in
2004 [2]) is a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice of carbon atoms forming
sp2 hybridized bonds. The hexagonal lattice has two triangular sublattices,
the unit cell consisting of one atom of each sublattice. The conduction and
valence bands of graphene touch at the vertices of the Brillouin zone, hence
it is semimetal i.e. no gap between conduction and valence electrons but
also no density of states at the Fermi level. Low-energy electrons can be
described by a massless Dirac equation, though instead of c in the Dirac
theory, they have a Fermi velocity vF ≈ 106 m/s, and the role of the spin in
Dirac theory is here played by an internal degree of freedom, ”pseudo-spin”,
which describes the distribution of the electrons in sublattices A and B.
The study of graphene has been intertwined from the beginning with that
of topological insulators (insulators in their interior that have conducting
states in their edges), given that some of the earliest theoretical proposals
for a Quantum Anomalous Hall and Quantum Spin Hall phase were based
on graphene [63,66] (even before its experimental fabrication).
Electron spin in graphene manifests most strongly in zigzag nanoribbon
edges, atomic defects and adatoms. A hydrogen adatom on graphene, for
example forms a covalent bond with a host carbon atom, locally changing
the orbital hybridization from sp2 → sp3, thus it is similar to a graphene
vacancy in that it effectively removes the pz orbital of the host carbon from
the lattice. One of the most important consequences of H-adsorption in
graphene is that, in the presence of electron-electron interactions, the sharp
peak it generates in the DOS near the Fermi energy EF , can easily become a
spin-polarized quasi-bound state. Uchoa et al. [3] first studied this problem
by applying Anderson’s impurity model to a top-adatom in graphene, deter-
mining the conditions for the formation of a magnetic moment, predicting
that its formation can be tuned via electric fields. The single sharp peak
near EF was first measured, for the case of a carbon vacancy, by Scanning
Tunneling Spectroscopy in 2010 [5], but concrete evidence of spin-polarized
double peak remained elusive until the publication of several experiments in
2016. Gonza´lez-Herrero et al. [91] measured a 20 meV spin-split peak in the
LDOS of hydogenated graphene near the Fermi level via STM. This exper-
iment, which yielded the first compelling evidence of H-induced magnetism
in graphene will be extensively discussed in Chapter 2. A very similar ex-
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periment by Zhang et al. [6] measured the spin-split peak in the DOS for
the case of a carbon vacancy in graphene. Another experimental study by
Nair et al. [111] confirmed that the magnetic moments induced by vacancies
(created by irradiation) and sp3 adsorbates in graphene can be switched on
and off by electric manipulation of the Fermi level, thus opening the door
for electrically controllable magnetism in graphene.
Besides inducing localized magnetic moments, another interesting effect
of hydrogen adsorption in graphene is that the sp2 → sp3 distortion lo-
cally enhances the spin-orbit interactions [61, 62], otherwise quite weak in
pristine graphene. This SO-enhancing property of adatom adsorption in-
spired Qiao et al. [65] to propose superlattices of graphene with adsorbed
Fe atoms (which adsorb in the hollow position at the center of a graphene
hexagon), as a possible mechanism to engineer a Quantum Anomalous Hall
effect in graphene. A similar idea was proposed by Weeks et al. [4], using
Indium and Thalllium adatoms, in order to engineer a Quantum Spin Hall
effect in graphene. Chapter 2 of this thesis explores the feasibility of achiev-
ing topologically non-trivial phases in engineered periodical superlattices of
hydrogenated graphene.
Another interesting feature of adsorption in a substrate is that of in-
teractions between adatoms. Two adsorbates attached to a substrate may
interact directly if they are close enough that their atomic orbitals overlap,
or via electrostatic interaction. For larger distances however, when their
orbital-overlap becomes insignifican or in situations in which the electro-
static interaction is screened, interactions can arise due to the sharing of
conduction electrons from the host; these interactions mediated by the scat-
tering of conduction electrons of the substrate are called indirect interactions
and they were first predicted in metals by Koutecky [7] and Grimley [8, 9].
The studies by Grimley found that the long-range interaction energy has
an oscilatory behavior with the distance between the adatoms. The case of
pair-wise interactions between adatoms in graphene has been a subject of
intense investigation in recent years. The first study by Shytov et al. [140]
shows that the sign of the interaction potential can change from attrac-
tive to repulsive, depending on whether the adatoms are in different (AB)
or same sublattices (AA,BB), and found an oscillatory regime of the in-
teraction that decays as 1/r. A later, more complete study by Solenov
et al. [144] combines density-functional theory, a tight-binding approach (a
two-impurity Anderson model), and an analytical model, and they include
electron-electron repulsions (neglected in ref. [140]) in their calculations.
The authors found that there are two regimes of interaction: for short-ranges
the electrostatic interaction between the adatoms predominates, the poten-
tial decays as 1/r and adatoms prefer to sit in AB configuration, whereas
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for long-range, the indirect interaction mediated by pi-electron scattering
predominates, the potential decays as 1/r3 and the adatoms prefer AA con-
figuration. They also studied how the interaction depends on the strength
of the adsorbate-graphene coupling. Finally, LeBohec et al. [142] investi-
gated how the interaction can be switched from repulsive to attractive via
manipulation of the chemical potential.
Other studies have been centered on the RKKY interaction between mag-
netic impurities in graphene [148, 149], these studies all coincide in finding
a 1/r3 long-distance decay for the RKKY interaction in graphene, and they
show, for adatoms in top-positions, an oscillatory behavior with distance on
atomic scales that is identical to the un-magnetized case (whereas hollow-
adatoms show a similar long-range decay, but no oscillatory behavior). The
coupling between spins in AA (AB)-configuration is ferromagnetic (antifer-
romagnetic). Building upon these previous works, Chapter 3 of this thesis
will study how the indirect interactions between top-adatoms in graphene
are modulated by the effect of elastic strains in graphene and how the above
picture is affected by adsorption energy and dissipation effects.
Magnetism in 2D materials is of great technological interest, particu-
larly for applications in data storage industries. However, they present
challenges due to the fact that thermal fluctuations are far more relevant
in 2D than in 3D systems. A theorem by Mermin and Wagner shows that
long-range magnetic order is greatly hampered in 2D materials lacking mag-
netic anisotropy [167]. Until recently, zigzag edges, adatoms and vacancies
were seen as the only practical approach to magnetism in two-dimensional
cristals. Due to the fundamental appeal of 2D magnetism, and in particular
of the possibility of controlling it electrically in two-dimensional crystals,
such problems have become an active field of research. The discovery of the
first truly intrinsic 2D ferromagnetic materials took place in 2017 in several
related experiments. Firstly Cr2Ge2Te6, with off-plane easy-axis, was found
to be ferromagnetic up to its bilayer form [186]. In another experiment B.
Huang et al [185] found that monolayer chromium triiodide CrI3, a material
with off-plane magnetic anisotropy, behaves like a ferromagnet with a rela-
tively high Curie temperature of TC = 45 K, this is the first material that
has been proved to be ferromagnetic down to its monolayer form. More re-
cently Huang et al. [10], studied the electric control of magnetism in bilayer
CrI3, which unlike the monolayer, is a layered antiferromagnet (that is, the
magnetic moments in each monolayer are ferromagnetically coupled to one
another, but opposite to those in the other monolayer). The application of
an off-plane magnetic field can align the layers in the same direction, thus
turning it into a ferromagnet for a critical value of magnetic field. The au-
thors show that the application of an electric bias reduces the magnitude
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of the critical magnetic field by up to 30 %. 2D-materials are also interest-
ing from the point of view of frustrated magnetism. For instance geometric
frustration of anti-ferromagnetism in triangular lattices can lead to quantum
spin liquid phases [174, 175]. Single-side fluorinated graphene (C2F), which
shows a nearly-flat band at EF for the non-interacting case, is predicted to
have a 120◦ Ne´el ground state [11].
As was shown by Dos Santos et al. [157], a moire´ pattern in the interlayer
coupling of twisted bilayer graphene (TBLG) leads to a strong supression
of the Fermi velocity. At low-angles this gives rise to nearly-flat bands at
the Fermi level, that correspond to a localized electron state in the regions
of AA-stacking. An electric bias between the two monolayers enhances the
confinement of low-energy electrons in the AA-region [195]. The presence
of a large DOS near the Fermi level, and the electrically tuneable confine-
ment in a triangular superlattice of AA-stacking regions (which can lead to
geometric frustration of antiferromagnetism), makes pristine TBLG, unlike
the pristine monolayer, a very interesting material from the point of view
of magnetism. In Chapter 4 of this thesis, we will examine the flat-band
magnetism in TBLG, and we will investigate the effect of the electric bias
(and geometric frustration) in its magnetic properties.
To summarize, the thesis is laid out as follows. In Chapter 1 we present
an analytical model to explain spin-selectivity by chiral molecules in a tun-
neling regime. Moving on to graphene, Chapter 2 deals with a model for
superlattices of dilutely hydrogenated graphene, in which we investigate the
possible topologically non-trivial phases that may arise from the interplay
of the lattice’s spin-orbit coupling and the adatom-induced magnetization.
We also investigate the magnetic anisotropy in this system. In Chapter 3,
we consider the interactions between pairs of adatoms in graphene, and in-
vestigate how the influence of elastic strains modifies the interaction. We
also address the interaction between magnetized adatoms, and the interac-
tion between hollow-adatoms and benzene-like adsorbates. In Chapter 4 we
study the effect of electron-electron interactions in twisted bilayer graphene
in the small-angle limit. Finally, Appendix A gives detailed information
about the method we used in Chapter 2 for the computation of the Berry
curvature, and Appendix B explains the origin of the Friedel oscillations due
to intervalley scattering caused by a top-impurity, the physical mechanism
behind the Kekule´ adatom-ordering discussed in Chapter 3.
Chapter 1
Continuum model for
chiral-induced
spin-selectivity in helical
molecules
1.1 Introduction
The use of the word chirality has been attributed to Lord Kelvin [12] ,
who used it in order to describe the lack of parity symmetry in a material or
molecule (that is: a mirror-symmetry operation transforms an enantiomer in
another). Given that lots of bio-molecules are chiral and that a great amount
of chemical reactions involve chiral molecules, a lot of effort has been invested
in understanding enantio-selectivity in chemical transformations and in the
study of the chemical properties of these structures [13,14].
Within these studies, surprising experimental results have revealed a
strong spin-selectivity in processes of electron scattering through self-assembled
monolayers of chiral molecules (SAM’s) [15–17, 42] and chiral oligopep-
tides [18], despite seeming unlikely under first intuitions [19]. The spin-
selectivity or longitudinal spin-polarization is defined as:
S =
I+ − I−
I+ + I−
(1.1)
where I+ and I− are the intensities corresponding to spins parallel and
antiparallel to the electron velocity, respectively. The chiral-induced spin-
selectivity effect opens the possibility of using chiral molecules in spintronic
applications, where most devices are currently made of magnetic materials
[20–22]. Understanding the origin of this effect would also help to get a
deeper insight into spin-selective processes in biology [23–26].
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Figure 1.1: Distribution of electron energies for five films of L-Lysine. The
photo-electrons were emitted with linearly polarized light (solid line), cir-
cularly ccw polarized light (discontinuous lines) and cw circularly polarized
light (dotted line). Adapted with permission from [17]
The first experimental evidence of the existence of the chiral-induced
spin-selectivity effect were obtained by Naaman et al. [17] in experiments
of photo-emission of electrons scattered through Langmuir-Blodgett mono-
layers [27, 28] composed of films of left- (L) and right-handed (R) Lysine
molecules deposited over a gold substrate. In the experiments, circularly
polarized UV-light was used in order to emit photo-electrons from the gold
substrate and the transmission was measured for different configurations. In
their results they found that electron transmission depended on the polariza-
tion of the incoming light and the chirality of the molecules in the monolayer.
For a specific polarization of the incoming light, they found that transmis-
sion of photoelectrons through a monolayer of L-Lysine was greater than
through D-Lysine. Also, for monolayers of L-Lysine, transmission was more
efficient when the light was circularly polarized counter-clockwise (ccw) than
for linearly polarized light, and that this efficiency is even lower for light po-
larized clockwise (cw), as shown in Fig. (1.1), for positive polarization (spin
oriented parallel to electron velocity). These results show a spin-selectivity
with efficiency of up to 50 % , a result that is 103 times greater than the one
reported in gas phase [29, 30]. Furthermore, they found that the preferred
longitudinal spin-component changed sign under a change of the chirality of
the molecule.
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In more recent experiments by Gohler et al. [42] it has been convinc-
ingly proved that chiral molecule arrays act as efficient spin-filters for photo-
electrons. They performed transmission experiments for electrons through
SAM’s of DNA molecules, oriented vertically over a gold substrate. The
preparation of the SAM’s was similar to the ones described in [27]. The
photoelectrons were emitted using a laser pulse whose photons have enough
energy to emit electrons from the substrate without ionizing the molecules.
The energies of the photoectrons varied from 0 to 1.2 eV. By direct mea-
surement of the spin of the emitted electrons, they found that no matter
the polarization of the incoming light, the electrons were polarized with
their spins antiparallel to their velocity. Panel a) in Fig. (1.2) shows that
spin-polarization of the photolectrons emitted by the gold depended on the
polarization of the incoming light, going from -22% for cw circularly po-
larized light, 0% for linearly polarized light, and 22 % for ccw circularly
polarized light. When the DNA SAM was placed over the substrate, the
preferred spin-polarization, however, did not change with the light polariza-
tion, going from -35 % to -22 % (panels b,c,d in Fig. 1.2).Therefore, the
DNA molecules act as a spin-filter. Among their results, they find an in-
crease of spin-polarization with the length of the molecule, reaching up to
60 % spin-polarization at room temperature for SAM’s composed of DNA
molecules of 78 pair bases, they reported an additional dependence on the
organization of the molecules in the monolayer. These experiments involve
energies within the range of tens of eV beyond Born’s first approximation,
through monolayers that can be up to 30 nm thick.
The chiral-induced spin-selectivity effect was also studied in the regime
of tunnel effect energies [16], through conductance measurements of double
strand DNA molecules, for polarized electrons, injected with their spins
either parallel or antiparallel to the axis of the helix. In this study, the
DNA molecules were deposited over a Nickel substrate and united in the
other extreme to a gold nanoparticle, forming a Ni-DNA-Au structure. I-
V curves were measured for different Ni magnetizations Fig. (1.3). The
curves show a clear dependence of the conductance of the molecule with
the direction of the applied magnetic field and the molecule‘s length. These
curves are symmetric, that is, no matter if the applied voltage is positive
or negative, the favored spin-component is always the negative one (spin
antiparallel to electron velocity). When the electrons are expelled from
Ni, they mostly majority spins. If their spin-orientation is consistent with
the spin-orientation favored by the chiral molecule, then the current for
this magnetic field direction will be greater than when Ni is magnetized in
the opposite direction, since this spin-component would be unfavored by
the DNA molecule for transmission. When the electrons are transmitted
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Figure 1.2: (a) Spin-polarization distribution for photo-electrons emitted
from the gold substrate with cw circularly polarized light (green), ccw po-
larized light (red) and linearly-polarized light (blue) (b) Longitudinal spin-
polarization distribution for electrons transmitted through a double-strand
DNA monolayer over a gold substrate. In this case, the spin-polarization
does not depend on the polarization of the incoming light, always be-
ing favored the negative spin-component (antiparallel to electron velocity).
Adapted with permission from [42] .
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in the opposite direction (from Au to Ni), the spin-direction favored by the
molecule is opposite to the previous case. If the spin favored by the molecule
coincides with the sub-band of electrons that are minority in Ni (which has
a high density of states above the Fermi level), electron injection towards
Ni is favored. Thus, the results are consistent with spin-selectivity through
the DNA chain.
These results have been known for over a decade. However, the presence
of light nuclei in these systems, such as C, H, O and N atoms, and the absence
of sufficiently strong magnetic fields seem unable to explain the high spin-
asymmetry that is observed, which suggests the development of a theoretical
explanation that sheds light on the origin of the effect. Recent theoretical
approaches, both analytic and numerical, have proposed models to capture
the nature of this spin-selectivity with some success. All the models consist,
at their core, of calculating the spin-orbit interaction of an electron that
moves through a helix potential, considering explicitly a Rashba-type SO
term. In this sense, two different regimes for electron transport have been
considered:
(i) Single-scattering of free electrons [31,32]. Medina et al. [31] analyzed
the process of multiple elastic scattering through a molecule composed of six
C atoms, organized in a helix completing one full turn, acting as a scattering
center for electrons. From this analysis, three main results emerged: (a)
despite the fact that transverse polarization can originate under inelastic
effects, a longitudinal polarization requires the existence of chirality (b) the
SO interaction is enhanced by the fact that the density of the molecules in
the SAM’s is comparable to a solid structure, thus increasing the overlap of
orbital wave functions (c) multiple scattering is necessary for producing a
longitudinal polarization, in such a way there is an energy range . They also
show that there is a linear increment of the polarization with the number of
turns of the helix, the slope depending on the chirality of the molecule.
(ii) The movement of electrons bound among the atomic orbitals [33–
35, 46]. Gutierrez et al [33] constructed a simplified model involving point
charges along a helix path. Within a tight-binding model for the electronic
structure, they determined the transmission coefficients for different elec-
tron spin states. Via the estimation of the effects of atomic proximity and
the SO coupling patameter, they defined a reasonable range of parameters
that result in substantial spin-polarizations. Their results show that a large
SO coupling enhances spin polarization. However it is strongly diminished
if electronic coupling is strong, a result they explain is due to the fact that
the time in which the electron and the chiral structure interact is dimin-
ished with the increase in overlaps. In this same regime, Guo and Sung [46]
propose a tight-binding model to emulate a double-strand DNA helix, and
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Figure 1.3: Experimental setup for the conductance measurement of a Au-
DNA-Ni system. The graphs show the current vs applied voltage, when
the magnetic field is in the up (red) or down (blue) direction. The curves
are symmetric, that is, no matter what the applied voltage is, the spin
component that is transmitted most efficiently is always the same (in this
case the one antiparallel to electron velocity. Adapted with permission from
[16])
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calculate the conductance through a metal-DNA-metal structure. They con-
clude that both the SO coupling and the chirality of the molecular structure
are required to obtain spin-polarization. Furthermore they found an optimal
length of the chain for which spin-polarization is maximized.
Despite the differences between all these studies, the physical phenomenol-
ogy that they show is similar. In both regimes, the models so far predict a
spin-polarization of the electrons, as long as SO interactions are considered
(intrinsic or due to external electric fields). The magnitude of SO coupling
is critical to explain spin-selectivity. It has been shown that strong electric
fields can be produced, for example, by charge transfer [19]. The magni-
tude of these fields is greater than any other external molecular field, but
it would produce an SO interaction much smaller than necessary to explain
the experimental data. However the experiments reveal that the magnitude
of the interaction is related to the chiral structure of the molecule, given
that lack of chirality cancels any spin-selectivity in low-atomic weight sys-
tems. All the above-mentioned theoretical proposals fixed the magnitude
of the SO interaction to adapt to the experimental results. They estimate
the value of the SO coupling of the chiral molecule to be 1 or 2 orders of
magnitude above the atomic SO coupling. Although these values have been
reported for carbon nanotubes [36,37] , no measures are known for DNA or
polipeptides.
There are two crucial approaches when fixing the magnitudes of the
electric fields in order to adjust properly the values of the SO interaction.
The first approach [31,32] is that the scattering of free electrons and/or their
transport bound to the helix derives the magnitude of the SO molecular
interaction from the intrinsic atomic SO or the external p orbitals of the
carbon atoms. The second approach [33,46] derives the values of the electric
field from the electrostatic potential . Considering the second approach, for
electrons with v = 0.2 c, moving through an electric field of 4.5 × 1011
V/m , the effective magnetic field in the reference frame of the electron
would be 3T. This field value is the same order as the field of an electron
in the ground state of hydrogen. These fields are usually strong when the
molecular structures formed by heavy atoms are considered. However in
organic structures formed mainly by light atoms, in order to observe the
effect of high measured polarization, one needs fields that are 10-100 times
greater.
We aim here to theoretically describe the single molecule experiments
in more detail: For electrons with energies below the molecular barrier, a
current is driven by a potential difference, through single DNA molecules in
an STM set up [16]. The experimental results consist of a spin dependent
barrier to tunnelling of electrons through the chiral molecule. A preferred
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spin direction results in a larger current than the opposite spin direction.
There is a gap between barrier heights that is independent of the molecule
length and is thus proportional to the SO coupling. A striking characteristic
of the I-V curve is that it is anti-symmetric (V → −V ), and the preferred
spin filtering direction in one bias direction is opposite to the preferred spin
of the other [16]. Finally, the bias needed to produce the same spin polarised
current increases with molecule length.
Here we present a model for the tunnelling of electrons through a chiral
molecule which can be solved exactly explaining many experimental fea-
tures. The model includes the intrinsic SOC whose source are the atomic
cores of the carbon atoms sitting on the bases of the DNA structure (with
a definite orientation in space). The strength of such a coupling for tun-
nelling electrons can be readily derived from a tight binding approach, and
involves both the intrinsic atomic value and contributions from the coupling
between nearest neighbour bases sites of the DNA molecule. We can antic-
ipate the results for this model by performing a symmetry analysis: Both
the SO coupling and the helix break inversion symmetry, but time reversal
symmetry is preserved. This implies that the spectrum of the spin-orbit ac-
tive helix should be composed of Kramers degenerate doublets, separated by
the effective spin-orbit coupling gap. The quantum numbers of the helix of
definite chirality comprise the kinetic energy index, the rotation sense of the
electron and its spin. Each Kramers doublet preserves time reversal symme-
try, so that they comprise both rotation and both spin quantum numbers.
On choosing a bias direction, only the channel (one of the two states in
the doublet) for that sense of propagation is selected and has an associated
spin. Thus, the bias breaks time reversal symmetry by only populating one
channel and spin selectivity results.
This chapter is organised as follows: in the following subsection, we will
explain in detail a previous theoretical description of chiral-induced spin-
selectivity (by Yeganeh et al. [32]) in scattering experiments. Moving on to
the tunneling regime that concerns us here, in section 1.2 we proceed to de-
rive the Hamiltonian for an electron in a continuous one dimensional helix of
a fixed number of turns and chirality, in the presence of spin-orbit coupling,
whose source is a local atomic core electric field in the z direction. Electrons
are constrained to follow the helical path on the corresponding eigenchan-
nels. Two energies are defined; that of the free electron problem and the SO
energy whose ratio determines the adiabaticity of spin transport [48]. Fol-
lowing, we obtain the channel energies and the corresponding exact eigen-
functions as a function of two quantum numbers (current direction and spin)
and a chirality index. We then show that the spectrum implies that there
are always two doubly degenerate levels and each degenerate pair combines
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Figure 1.4: The proposed scattering geometry is diagrammed. The pho-
toemitted electron is produced upon absorption of circularly polarized light
traveling parallel to the long axis z of the helix with its spin quantized along
the same direction. Adapted with permission from [32]
time reversed states. Whenever one biased direction is chosen, time reversal
is broken and a preferred spin is filtered for that direction. The opposite
spin state in the same direction is at a higher energy so that it requires a
higher bias to be occupied, a feature that suppresses backscattering. The
resulting spin selected transport is evidenced through the computation of
the spin current along the helix, leading to spin accumulation observed in
the experiments. We end with the conclusions.
1.1.1 Yeganeh et al. [32]: Spin-selectivity in a scattering
setup
In this section we will discuss a model for spin-selectivity in a scattering
setup developed by Yeganeh et al. [32]. In this setup, molecules with point
or axial chirality (modeled as helices) are adsorbed on a gold substrate. The
gold substrate is irradiated with circularly polarized light, thus producing
spin-polarized electrons via photoelectric effect. The spin-polarized electrons
are then scattered by the chiral molecules, and are assymptotically free. The
repulsive scattering potential of the helical molecule is modelled as:
V (r) = V0δ
3(r− a(xˆ cosϕ+ y sinϕ)± zˆbϕ) = V0
2piρ
δ(ρ− a)δ(z ± bϕ) (1.2)
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Additionally, the scattering potential contains a spin-orbit coupling term,
so that the full scattering potential is:
V (r, σ) = V (r) +HSO(r, σ) = V (r)− ασ.(∇V (r)× p) (1.3)
where α is the effective strength of the SO interaction, and p = −i~∇ is the
momentum operator. The incoming electron wave function is given by:
Φa = e
ika.rχms (1.4)
where χms is the spinor wave-function withms = ±1/2. The spin-quantization
axis is along the zˆ direction. The scattered wave-function at an asymptotic
distance is written:
Ψ = Φa + Fms
eikbr
r
(1.5)
where Fms is the amplitude of the scattered wave-function, and the differ-
ential scattering cross section is dσdΩ = |Fms |2. Fms is calculated within the
first Born approximation:
Fms = −
µ
2pi~2
∫
e−ikb.r
′
V (r′, σ)eika.r
′
d3r′χms = −
µ
2pi~2
(A+B)χms (1.6)
where the integrals A and B correspond to the electrostatic potential and
the spin-orbit interaction respectively:
A =
∫
e−ikb.r
′
V (r′)eika.r
′
d3r′ (1.7)
B = α
∫
e−ikb.r
′ [∇V (r′)× p] eika.r′d3r′ (1.8)
the direction of propagation of the incoming wave-function is the zˆ so that
ka = kzˆ. The analytical expressions of the integrals are unilluminating,
hence, we omit them here, but can be found in Ref. [32]. The scattered
amplitude, in terms of the integrals, can be rewritten as:
Fms = −
µ
2pi~2
(A1 + σ.(Bxxˆ+Byyˆ))χms (1.9)
where Bx and By are the terms proportional to xˆ and yˆ, see Ref. [32]. Using
this, the differential cross sections can be written:
dσ
dΩ↑
=
( µ
2pi~2
)2
(|A|2 + |Bx + iBy|2) (1.10)
dσ
dΩ↓
=
( µ
2pi~2
)2
(|A|2 + |Bx − iBy|2) (1.11)
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dσ
dΩunpolarized
=
( µ
2pi~2
)2
(2|A|2 + |Bx + iBy|2 + |Bx − iBy|2)/2 (1.12)
The spin-polarization factor is defined as:
P =
dσ
dΩ↑ − dσdΩ↓
dσ
dΩunpolarized
=
|Bx + iBy|2 − |Bx − iBy|2
(2|A|2 + |Bx + iBy|2 + |Bx − iBy|2)/2 (1.13)
At this point, we should consider the limit b → 0, in this limit the helix
becomes a circular ring and chirality is lost. It can be easily checked that
in this case, though F↑ and F↓ are still different, their modulus squared
would be identical, thus yielding P = 0. It is the pitch magnitude and sign
that yield different differential cross sections. This shows that spin-orbit
interaction, is a necessary condition for spin-flipping in this context, but
not sufficient. Fig. (1.5) shows the effect of altering helix pitch on P and
confirms the importance of helicity for the chiral effect. As the pitch b of
the helix becomes small compared to the radius a, the potential becomes
a circular ring, and the chiral effect disappears as expected. At very large
values of b the potential becomes a straight line, and the effect disappears
as well.
1.2 Derivation of the Hamiltonian in the helix
After reviewing the model for spin-selective scattering from ref. [32] we now
consider the case of spin-selectivity for conductance experiments, that is for
bound electrons that propagate through the molecule.The model Hamilto-
nian we propose consists of an electron confined on a helix of N turns of
radius a and pitch b as seen in Fig. (1.4). An internal electric field, of
atomic origin, is assumed to exist as the source of the electron spin-orbit
coupling. In an atomic model for the helix, the SO interaction offers a pz
to px,y hopping route, first order in the atomic intrinsic SO coupling and
thus, at least in the meV energy range. Assuming a motion strictly on the
helix through a sequence of nearest neighbour states, we have the following
Hamiltonian (see also ref. [49])
H = Hkin +HSO =
1
2m∗(p
2
x + p
2
y + p
2
z) + (α/~)(pxσy − pyσx) (1.14)
where the first term is pure kinetic energy, while the second term is the SO
coupling for an intrinsic electric field in the z direction. The strength of
the electric field is embedded in the parameter α = e~2E/(4m2c2) which
has dimensions of energy times a length. Nevertheless, this electric field is
a nontrivial quantity to assess, since it not only contains a measure of the
field felt by the electrons in their excursion to their nuclei, but also a quasi-
resonant coupling contribution to the neighbouring states [50, 51]. We will
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Figure 1.5: P is plotted for a number of different values for the helix pitch
b. In all plots, V0 = 1 eV, a = 1 A, and K = 5.1. The spin-quantization
axis is along the helix axis, and the effective SO coupling is taken to be α =
−2×104~/(2mec)2. Panels (a-f) show the polarization factor for b = 10−5 A
to b = 100 A in incremental order. As the b/a ratio increases, the potential
changes from a ring to a helix, and the magnitud of the asymmetry factor
increases. Adapted with permission from [32]
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discuss these contributions later. Due to the symmetry of the problem it is
preferable to work in cylindrical coordinates, eq. (1.14) becomes:
H =
p2ϕ
2m∗(a2 + b2)
− αa
~(a2 + b2)
σρpϕ (1.15)
However the SO Hamiltonian in eq. (1.15) does not satisfy the hermitian
condition 〈F |HS0|G〉 = 〈G|HS0|F 〉∗, where |F 〉 = F↑(ϕ)| ↑〉+F↓(ϕ)| ↓〉 (and
similarly for |G〉). Indeed, one finds that:
〈F |σρpϕ|G〉∗ = 〈G|σρpϕ|F 〉 − 〈F |iσϕ|G〉 (1.16)
We can construct an hermitian SO Hamiltonian
W = − αa
~(a2 + b2)
σρpϕ +
iAαa
(a2 + b2)
σϕ (1.17)
and we check that W satisfies the hermitian condition If we set the constant
A = A∗ = 1/2, finally, after taking care of all the issues with hermiticity
[52,53], the helix Hamiltonian is written:
H =
p2ϕ
2m∗(a2 + b2)
− αa
~(a2 + b2)
σρpϕ +
iαa
2(a2 + b2)
σϕ (1.18)
where pϕ = m
∗(a2 + b2)∂tϕ = −i~∂ϕ, a is the helix radius, b is the helix
pitch, and σρ = σx cosϕ+ σy sinϕ and σϕ = −σx sinϕ+ σy cosϕ. The helix
curvature is given by the ratio κ = a
a2+b2
and the torsion is τ = b
a2+b2
.
The momentum in the z direction will then be pz = τpϕm∗ is the electron
effective mass, which assumes the carbon states form a narrow band of states.
It is physically convenient to identify two distinct frequencies ω0 = ~/m(a2+
b2) related to the free electron kinetic energy and ωSO = 2αa/~(a2 + b2)
proportional to the helix curvature and the SO coupling. One can then
simplify the the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1.18) into the simple quadratic form:
H =
~ω0
2
(
i∂ϕ +
ωS0
2ω0
σρ
)2
(1.19)
The ansatz for the wave function for spinfull electrons is on a helix of N
turns with hard wall boundary conditions at the helix ends
Ψλ,ζn,s = e
iλ(n/2N)ϕ
(
Aλ,ζs e−iϕ/2
Bλ,ζs eiϕ/2
)
(1.20)
where λ = +1(−1) labels for the counter clockwise, (clockwise) elec-
trons, s = ±1 labels the spin and ζ = ±1 labels the chirality of the helix.
Although the chiral index does not appear in the Hamiltonian, it chooses the
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z direction of propagation for a particular λ index. Using the wave function
ansatz one can derive the exact energy of the model as
Eλ,ζn,s =
~ω0
2
[
n
2N
− ζλs
2
√
1 + (
ωSO
ω0
)2
]2
(1.21)
where n is a positive integer valued index. The basis functions chosen in
Eq. (1.20) are convenient when addressing biased conditions for the system.
Note that left and right propagating electrons with the same s-index are
not degenerate, but time reversal symmetry is satisfied i.e. Eλ,ζn,s = E
−λ,ζ
n,−s
(simultaneous change of λ and s). This symmetry reflects the fact that the
SO interaction is not symmetric under space inversion but preserves time
reversal symmetry (simultaneous change of λ and s) so we retain Kramers de-
generacy. The chirality label ζ also reflects inversion asymmetry as changes
in the chiral sign, at fixed λ and s, change the energy.
When the spin-orbit interaction is absent (α = 0), space and spin in-
version symmetries are recovered (four fold degeneracy) once one combines
n˜ = n/2N and n˜+ 1 labelled eigenvalues
Figure (1.6) shows a sequence of levels starting from the ground state
(Kramers doublets) at two successive values of n along with their degenerate,
at α = 0 partners with index +1, as a function of the SO strength. The
ordering of the levels are indicated according to the spin orientation and
sense of the current of the chirality ζ = +1.
To obtain a physical intuition on the nature of the wave functions [48,53],
we derive explicitly some of the coefficients in the ansatz put forward. We
explicitly do the λ = +, ζ = + case. Using equations (1.19) and (1.20) we
find from the secular equation
B++,s =
ω0
ωS0
( s
cos θ
− 1
)
A++,s (1.22)
where cos θ = 1/
√
(1 + (ωSO/ω0)
2). In order to conform to a normalised
spinor we choose A++,+ = cos(θ/2), and thus B
+
+,+ = sin(θ/2), so we have
tan θ =
ωSO
ω0
(1.23)
This angle results from the existence of a SO magnetic field BSO =
−α(k × zˆ)(2c/e) = (2cα/a~e)λ|L|ρˆ, where |L| is the angular momentum
of the electron on the helix, and λ gives the direction of the effective field
depending on the rotation sense of the electron. The choice for the second
eigenfunction is A++,− = − sin(θ/2), leading to the two eigenspinors
Ψ+,+n,+ = e
in˜ϕ
(
cos(θ/2)e−iϕ/2
sin(θ/2)eiϕ/2
)
(1.24)
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Ψ+,+n,− = e
in˜ϕ
(− sin(θ/2)e−iϕ/2
cos(θ/2)eiϕ/2
)
(1.25)
The corresponding eigenfunctions for λ = −1 are
Ψ−,+n,+ = e
−in˜ϕ
(
cos(θ/2)e−iϕ/2
sin(θ/2)eiϕ/2
)
(1.26)
Ψ−,+n,− = e
−in˜ϕ
(− sin(θ/2)e−iϕ/2
cos(θ/2)eiϕ/2
)
(1.27)
The angle θ here tells about the inclination of the spinor with respect to the
vertical z axis (see Fig. 1.6) and n˜ = n/2N with n an integer. When the
SO coupling is very strong, θ → pi/2, and the spin is in the plane, while for
very small SO coupling, the spin is aligned with the z axis.
1.3 Spin filtering and supressed backscattering
The rotation and spin eigenvalue corresponding to the wave functions is
depicted in Fig. (1.7) for both chiral labels. We have also evaluated the
energies corresponding to the split doublets separated by the gap ∆. For
fixed chirality, say ζ = +1, there is a doubly degenerate (changing s and
λ simultaneously) low energy configuration and a high energy configuration
for each n:
E> =
~ω0
2
n˜+ 1
2
√
1 +
(
ωSO
ω0
)2 2 (1.28)
E< =
~ω0
2
n˜+ 1− 1
2
√
1 +
(
ωSO
ω0
)2 2 (1.29)
As shown in Fig. (1.7), electrons propagating in the positive z direction will
have a lower energy if their spin is s = +1. The same energy corresponds to
their Kramers partner which propagates in the opposite direction. In order
to propagate a s = −1 state in the positive direction, we need to pay an
energy price ∆:
∆ =
(
n˜+
1
2
)
E2SO
2~ω0
(1.30)
for ωSO/ω0 < 1 and ESO = ~ωSO. On the other hand, if the energy ~ω0 <
~ωSO due to poor mobility of the electron on the helix (small ω0 due to large
effective mass) then the energy gap is directly related to the SO energy
∆ =
(
n˜+
1
2
)
ESO (1.31)
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Figure 1.6: Energies of electrons on a counter-clockwise helix (ζ = +1)
as a function of the SO interaction strength ωSO. The energy is in units
of ~ω0. Each level is doubly degenerate with the index labels indicated.
When ωSO = 0 each energy is fourfold degenerate as expected since the
time inversion symmetry turns into independent space and spin inversion
symmetries. ∆ indicates the energy gap between Kramers degenerate states.
The inset shows the SO magnetic field and the orientation of the spin for
an eigenstate of the spin-orbit coupled system.
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Thus, establishing a sense of electron propagation or bias will select a pre-
ferred spin direction (lowest energy). The selection of a propagation direc-
tion by applying a bias (as in I − V experiments) or by local population
imbalance, effectively breaks time reversal symmetry by selecting one of the
time reversed partners and generating a net spin collected on the other end
of the chiral molecule. Note also that scattering in the helix is suppressed by
this gap if the spin is not concurrently flipped by the scattering event [43].
This is exactly the same mechanism for protected transport in chiral edge
state in graphene [63].
To further connect with the experimental results, we note that if we
change the bias direction for the same chirality label, the preferred spin is
the opposite spin direction by choosing the other partner of the Kramers
doublet of lowest energy. This change of selected spin is proven in the
experiments by the fact that spin injected back into the Ni magnet has to
go where the DOS is higher, which is the opposite spin state [43]. The
symmetry of the I − V curve in experiments is directly related to the fact
that the same degenerate energy corresponds to the forward and backward
bias, the change only being which of the two partners in the doublet is
selected. The barrier for electrons to be injected into the molecule depend
on the work function of the metal, and this is also very similar between Ni
and Au (≈ 5 eV), so this is also a source of symmetry.
1.4 Charge and spin currents
Another way to pose spin selectivity is by evaluating the spin currents
through the helix. In a coherent regime one can assess spin transport in
the helical molecule by computing the expectation value of the velocity op-
erator Jcharge = Ψ
†evΨ, where e is the electron charge and v is the velocity
operator. In the presence of the spin-orbit interaction, the velocity opera-
tor is not simply p(1/m) (a diagonal matrix) as there arises an additional
anomalous velocity term. We start from the quantum mechanical definition
of the velocity v = (i/~) [H, r]. The azimuthal velocity component ∂tϕ, is
then
vϕ =
−i~∂ϕ12×2 −maασρ
m∗
√
a2 + b2
(1.32)
The Hamiltonian takes a simple form when expressed in terms of the
velocity: H = 12m
∗v2ϕ. This result is a manifestation of the possibility to
write the SOC as a gauge field [55] and thus a gauge invariant velocity as
defined in Eq. (1.32). Note that all the manifestations of spin filtering have
been observed in biased setups. In the free electron case, photoelectrons are
emitted from the metallic surface in contact with one end of the molecules,
and travel in a preferred direction. Also, in the localized regime, molecules
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Figure 1.7: Electron propagation direction coupled to spin orientation and
the corresponding energies for the two possible chiralities of the helix. Each
energy is doubly degenerate (Kramers doublet). If the electron propagates
on a ζ = +1 helix in the positive z direction (as indicated), the lower energy
state corresponds to the spin up state, while the spin down state has to pay
the energy gap ∆.
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are biased in a particular direction selecting the preferred sense of transport
of the electrons. This bias, as argued before, breaks time reversal symmetry
and chooses between the states depicted in Fig. (1.7). We compute the
charge currents for the biased system in the positive z direction
J+,+n˜+1,+ = −
~b
[
n˜+ 1− 12
√
1 +
(
ωS0
ω0
)2]
m∗
√
a2 + b2
(1.33)
J+,+n˜,− = −
~b
[
n˜+ 12
√
1 +
(
ωS0
ω0
)2]
m∗
√
a2 + b2
(1.34)
Thus, different spin states propagate at different velocities generating a net
spin filtering effect. The net spin current vanishes for either SO zero or zero
chirality (b = 0). The difference is a net spin up current in the positive z
direction
J = J+,+n˜+1,+ − J+,+n˜,− =
~b
m∗
√
a2 + b2
√1 + (ωSO
ω0
)2
− 1
 (1.35)
The longitudinal spin transport current is well defined and can be calculated
as
J +,+n˜,z = (Ψ+,+n˜+1,+)†
1
2
{vϕ, sz}Ψ+,+n˜+1,+ + (Ψ+,+n˜,− )†
1
2
{vϕ, sz}Ψ+,+n˜,− (1.36)
The longitudinal spin current depends on the spin-orbit coupling through θ.
The spin filtered in the z direction disappears when the SO coupling is zero
(θ = 0). Again, the pitch dictates the strength of the vertical spin current
and both the pitch and the SOC must be present. Note that the factor
(1 − cos θ) = ϕAA/pi is the nonadiabatic Aharonov-Anandan phase found
by Frustaglia and Richter in a detailed analyses of conductance through SO
coupled rings [48]. This phase offers a new insight into spin filtering of chiral
molecules since in the strong SO limit it is related to the Berry phase of the
spin and for the general case it is controlled by non adiabatic spin precession.
1.5 Room temperature spin-selectivity
The spin selectivity demonstrated by experiments is a room temperature
phenomenon. Thus any coherent mechanism must be limited by decoher-
ence lengths [31, 46]. The gap for degradation of spin selectivity found in
experiments is very high, 0.5 eV (ref. [16]), compared to thermal effects at
room temperature 25 meV. This gap prevents elastic backscattering and
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exponentially reduces inelastic scattering with the same spin. A spin cou-
pled scattering mechanism, nonetheless, could degrade the spin selectivity
rapidly because of the existence of the Kramers doublets as a backscattering
channel (see Fig. 1.7).
If one proposes a decoherence length operating at room temperature, one
can also suggest a mechanism which preserves spin selectivity analogous to
that proposed in ref. [46] and [31], where relaxation of phase coherence occurs
within a few nanometers while spin selectivity is preserved. This mechanism
entails an exponential decay of the transmission with a decay rate [57] of
β = −(1/dcoh)ln [teff/(Eα − (EF − eV/2))] where Eα is the energy of the
spin preffered channel, teff is the hopping integral between sites separated
by a coherence length dcoh, EF is the Fermi energy and V the applied bias.
Then increasing the number of dcoh by having longer molecules will make
the input current decrease exponentially, so an increased bias is needed to
achieve the same output current. This mechanism might be the source of
the increased barrier for spin selectivity as the molecule is elongated. Again,
there is no mechanism for the coupling to backscattering channels with the
same spin (See Fig. 1.7) so that there will be degradation of spin current
but not of spin polarization.
1.6 Summary and discussion
We have examined a model for chiral spin selectivity on a spin orbit active
helix with N turns. The origin of the SO electric field comes from the atomic
cores of the carbon atoms which provide, through the pz orbitals, a narrow
band for transport. The resulting channels of the model helix are Kramers
doublets involving opposite propagating and opposite spin projections at the
same energy. An applied bias or otherwise preferred transport direction will
then select a spin and effectively break time reversal symmetry (choosing
one in a doublet pair), and transferring a particular spin. The resulting spin
current is the spin selectivity mechanism. The spectrum of the model also
insures suppressed backscattering by an energy gap controlled by the SO
energy and the interbase coupling of the pz orbitals.
The model here can be made more quantitative in many directions. The
derivation of the Hamiltonian directly from the tight-binding descriptions is
desirable so that one can properly account for the geometry of the orbitals
participating in transport. We have solved a variation of the problem more
akin to the geometry of the pz orbitals in carbon nanotubes, where they
rotate on the outside of a cylinder. Although the resulting Hamiltonian is
different in detail the same physics described here follows. This is expected
from the symmetry arguments that result in Kramers doublets separated by
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a gap. Contemplating the double helix structure of DNA, could also bring
about new interference effects that might enhance or reduce spin selectivity
[46] and bring the model quantitatively closer to the experiments. Finally,
incorporating the metallic contacts to the chiral molecule through the thiol
groups, should introduce level broadening to the spectrum of the molecule
and determine the escape rate of electrons and possible charging phenomena.
Chapter 2
Topological features of
engineered arrays of
adsorbates in honeycomb
lattices
2.1 Introduction
Adsorbates and vacancy effects in graphene have been a major field of re-
search in recent years. An isolated vacancy gives rise to localized resonance
states near the Fermi level [58,59]. Hydrogen adatoms are expected to form
a strong covalent bond with a carbon atom in the graphene lattice. The
bond effectively removes one pi orbital in the graphene band, leading to a
sharp resonance near the Fermi energy, in a similar way to the case of the va-
cancy [60]. The electron-electron repulsion prevents doubly occupied states
of this resonance, and leads to the formation of a magnetic moment. In
addition, the carbon atom coupled to the hydrogen atom is displaced from
the graphene plane, inducing a local sp3 hybridization, which increases the
spin-orbit coupling [61,62].
The intrinsic spin-orbit coupling in a perfect graphene layer creates a
gap, and turns graphene into a topological insulator [63]. The presence of
magnetic moments induces an exchange coupling with the spins of itinerant
electrons, and breaks time reversal symmetry. The combination of a uniform
exchange coupling and the extrinsic Rashba coupling in graphene leads to a
quantum anomalous Hall phase [65]. This phase is an example of systems
which do not show time reversal symmetry and have topologically protected
edge states without Landau levels [66].
The effect of a uniform magnetic field and the spin-orbit coupling has
29
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been extensively studied in silicene [67–69]. The possibility of inducing non
trivial topological features in the electronic structure of graphene by the
addition of heavy atoms has also been considered [70–72], and non triv-
ial features associated to the spin-orbit coupling have been found in lead
intercalated CVD graphene [79].
The formation of magnetic moments near vacancies and hydrogen atoms
in graphene has been extensively investigated [73], both theoretically (see,
for instance [74,76–78,204]), and experimentally [80–84]. On the other hand,
it is known that adsorbates on graphene form ordered arrays in a variety of
situations [85, 86]. Adatoms on graphene interact among themselves, and
can form a variety of ordered patterns, one of them is the Kekule´ ordering,
which we will treat in detail in chapter 4 of this thesis [90, 132, 140]. More
importantly, as shown recently, hydrogen adsorbates can be manipulated
with a scanning tunnel microscope (STM) tip [88] allowing to create artificial
hydrogen arrangements.
In this work we will focus on the effect of top-adsorbates when they form
a periodic arrangement, which can be achieved by selectively moving atoms
with an STM. In particular, we will focus on the combined effects of the
exchange coupling and modified spin-orbit coupling due to hydrogen adsor-
bates which form a regular array. The chapter is organized as follows: in this
introductory section, we will discuss some of the background necessary to
understand our proposal: hydrogen-induced magnetism and spin-orbit cou-
plings in graphene, and previous models for the Quantum Anomalous Hall
(QAH) effect in graphene. In section (2.2) we present the model Hamilto-
nian for supercells of hydrogenated graphene. In section (2.3) we study the
topological properties of the hydrogenated graphene superlattice considering
only the local adatom-induced SO couplings. In section (2.4) we proceed
to study related situations, where the spin-orbit coupling throughout the
entire lattice cannot be neglected. In Section (2.5) we consider the situa-
tion when the Fermi level is moved away from half filling and crosses the
bottom of the conduction band. Section (2.6) compares the band structures
obtained from our approach and those obtained from a self-consistent mean-
field treatment of the Hubbard model. Section (2.7) discusses the issue of
magnetic anisotropy caused by the spin-orbit interactions in the honeycomb
crystal. In section (2.8) we discuss the most relevant results, and the open
questions raised.
2.1.1 Spin-orbit coupling in graphene
The intrinsic spin-orbit coupling, also known as Kane-Mele coupling, re-
spects all the symmetries of the graphene lattice (point group symmetry
D6h), and has the form of an imaginary hopping between second neigh-
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bors [63]:
HKM = i
λI
3
√
3
∑
<<i,j>>
νi,jc
†
iszcj (2.1)
where sz is the z- component Pauli matrix acting on the spin subspace
νi,j is +1 (-1) if the second-neighbor hopping is anti-clockwise (clockwise).
Around the Dirac points the intrinsic SOC takes the form of a mass term
with opposite signs at different valleys HKM = λIσzτzsz; like the regular
mass term, it opens a gap around the K and K′ points of magnitude 2λI .
However, the magnitude λI ≈ 12µeV of the intrinsic SOC is too weak to
induce an experimentally observable gap [64]. Later, we will see that this
gap is topologically non-trivial, inducing a Quantum Spin Hall effect in
graphene.
The presence of a substrate or the application of an external electric field
perpendicular to the graphene sample break the mirror symmetry z → −z
of the system. This produces the Rashba term:
HR =
2i
3
λR
∑
〈i,j〉
c†iscjs′
[
(s× ˆdi,j)z
]
ss′
(2.2)
which splits the double-degeneracy of the bands, a manifestation of the in-
version symmetry breaking. The spin-orbit interaction can be enhanced by
adsorption of adatoms in the graphene lattice, the case of hydrogen adsorp-
tion was studied in ref. [62], in the dilute limit this leads to non-uniform
spin-orbit terms:
HSO = (2.3)
i
3
∑
〈〈CH ,j〉〉
c†CH ,scjs′
[
ΛI√
3
νCH ,jsz
]
ss′
+H.c.
+
2i
3
∑
〈〈CH ,j〉〉
c†CH ,scnn,j,s′
[
λR(s× ˆdCH ,j)z
]
ss′
+H.c.
+
2i
3
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉
c†nn,i,scnn,j,s′
[
ΛPIA(s× Dˆi,j)z
]
ss′
where CH is the hydrogenated carbon site. The third term (ΛPIA) in-
duces spin-flipping hoppings between the nearest neighbors of CH . The SO
coupling strengths are λR = 1.14 × 10−4 t, λPIA = −2.66 × 10−4 t and
λI = −7.26 × 10−5 t, where t is the hopping between nearest-neighbors in
graphene.
2.1.2 Models for Quantum Anomalous Hall effect in graphene
The Quantum Anomalous Hall effect is a topological insulating phase, it
possesses chiral edge states without back-scattering, and a breaking of time-
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Figure 2.1: (a) Local density of states at the edge of a semi-infinite graphene
in the (ky, E) plane (b) Band structure of armchair graphene nanoribbon
from the Haldane model with tH = 0.05 t. (c) Distribution of the probability
density at E = Efermi, in the geometry of the armchair nanoribbon from
part (b), showing that the midgap state is localized at the edges
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reversal symmetry. The Hall conductance is quantized as σxy = C e2~ , where
the integer C is called the Chern number, and represents the number of chiral
edge states (we explain how the Chern numbers are calculated in Appendix
A). Unlike the Quantum Hall phase, however, the QAH phase is not caused
by an external magnetic field, but by internal degrees of freedom such as
spin-orbit coupling or exchange fields, thus showing the same phenomenol-
ogy as the Quantum Hall phase without the flat Landau levels in its band
structure. In this subsection, we will discuss previous theoretical proposals
for the realization of the QAH-phase in graphene.
The first model for a QAH-effect, due to Haldane [66] consists of spin-
less fermions in a honeycomb lattice, moving under the influence of local
magnetic fields with different signs within the hexagon, producing a zero
net-flux through the hexagon. The Hamiltonian, that takes into account
the Haldane fields in the honeycomb lattice is:
H = −t
∑
<ij>
c†icj + itH
∑
<<i,j>>
νi,jc
†
icj (2.4)
where tH is the strength of the Haldane hopping; notice that the local mag-
netic fields in the Haldane model give rise to an imaginary hopping between
second neighbors, where νi,j = (dˆ1 × dˆ2)z is the chirality of the path for
second neighbor hoppings (i.e. the hopping changes signs depending on
whether the closest path for hopping is clockwise or counter-clockwise). For
second neighbors i, j with a common first neighbor k, the unit vectors dˆ1
and dˆ2 point along the directions of the ik and kj bonds. The bulk band-
structure for the Haldane model is gapped, but the bands for the armchair
nanoribbon show the presence of two midgap states, see panel (b) of Fig.
(2.1), panel (c) shows the localization of the midgap states in the edges of
the nanoribbon. Another technique for visualizing the localization of the
mid-gap states is to obtain the LDOS at the edge of semi-infinite graphene
crystal:
Gedge(E, k||) =
[
(E + iη)−H0(k||)− Σ(E, k||)
]−1
(2.5)
where Σ(E, k||) = t†Gedge(E, k||)t is the self-energy term representing the
coupling between the edge unit cell and the rest of the semi-infinite crys-
tal. Eq. (2.5) is solved numerically via self-consistent iterations. Once
converged, the surface density of states in the edge unit cell is calculated as:
ρedge(E, k||) = −
1
pi
Im[Gedge(E, k||)] (2.6)
Plots of the DOS in the E, k|| plane reveal the presence of midgap edge
states. In the case of the Haldane model, we find one edge state in each
edge, see panel (a) of Fig. (2.1). Although Haldane’s proposal is a highly
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idealized model, it remains relevant because it forms the basis of the model
for Quantum Spin Hall effect in the presence of intrinsic spin-orbit coupling,
which was proved by Kane-Mele to be mathematically equivalent to two
copies of the Haldane, one for each spin, traveling in opposite directions at
the edges, thus yielding zero net charge-current but a non-zero spin current.
Another interesting model for the realization of the QAH phase in graphene,
based in the interaction between exchange field and Rasba spin-orbit interac-
tion,was proposed by Qian Niu and coworkers [65]. The model Hamiltonian
is:
H = −t
∑
<ij>
c†iαcjα +
2i
3
∑
〈i,j〉
c†iscjs′
[
λR(s× ˆdi,j)z
]
ss′
+ ∆
∑
is
c†isσzcis (2.7)
The first term in eq.(2.7) represents the hoppings between nearest-neighbors
in graphene, the second term is the Rashba spin-orbit interaction, and the
third term is the exchange field that couples to the off-plane spin-component.
The combination of exchange field and Rashba interaction opens a gap in
graphene. An integration of the Berry curvature of the valence bands in
the Brillouin zone yields a Chern number C = 2, see Fig. (2.3). The band
structure of an armchair nanoribbon with λR = 0.1t and ∆ = 0.18 t is shown
in Fig. (2.2), showing the mid-gap states. The two-edge states obtained from
the surface Green function in the armchair edge of a semi-infinite plane can
be seen in Panel (a) of Fig. (2.2), confirming the result obtained via the
calculation of the Chern number.
2.1.3 Magnetism due to single-H adatom and H-dimers in
graphene
Although speculated for several years, concrete evidence of magnetism in
graphene due to the adsorption of hydrogen adatoms was only found for
the first time in a recent experiment by Gonza´lez-Herrero et al. [91]. Given
that our study of the QAH-phase in this chapter is based on the H-induced
magnetism, and that H-adatoms are the prime example of the top-adatoms
that we will consider in Chapter 3, we will address here the main findings
of that experiment.
The focus of [91] begins by investigating the effect of a single H-adatom.
The H-adatom is adsorbed on top of a carbon atom and changes the sp2
hybridization into an sp3, and removes the pz orbital of the hydrogenated
carbon atom. This removal creates a resonant peak at the Fermi energy
(EF ). This state is expected to become spin-polarized because the Coulomb
repulsion between two electrons of different spin energetically favors occu-
pancy by one spin. The adatoms were visualized by scanning tunneling
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Figure 2.2: (a) Local density of states at the edge of a semi-infinite graphene
in the (ky, E) plane (b) Band structure of armchair graphene nanoribbon
with λR = 0.1t and ∆ = 0.18 t. (c) Distribution of the probability density
at E = Efermi, in the geometry of the zigzag nanoribbon from part (b),
showing that the midgap state is localized at the edges
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Figure 2.3: (a) Berry curvature of the valence bands of bulk graphene in
reciprocal space with λR = 0 t and ∆ = 0.18t (b) Cut of the Berry curvature
along ky = 0. Integration of the Berry curvature within the Brillouin zone
gives a Chern number C = 2. Adapted with permission from [65]
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microscopy (STM) as a bump surrounded by a pattern of three ”arms” sep-
arated by 120◦. The shape of the LDOS vs energy is probed via differential
conductance spectra (dI/dV curve) under the tip of the STM. The dI/dV
measurements on top of the H adatom yield two sharp peaks, one above and
one below EF , separated from each other by 20 meV, see panel C in Fig.
(2.4).
These two peaks, are expected to be spin-polarized by the argument
mentioned above, but how can we be certain that the two-peak structure
near EF is in fact due to spin-splitting? The Anderson impurity model
(AIM) [110] gives a simple reasoning to figure this out, therefore although
the AIM will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter, it is convenient
to mention some of its relevant features here. The magnetic or non-magnetic
behavior of an adsorbed impurity within the AIM is determined by three
parameters: the separation between the impurity level Ed and the Fermi
level EF (which can be manipulated via electronic doping), the energy-width
of the impurity state ∆ (which is determined by its coupling to the host
metal, i.e, it is an extremely narrow peak in the decoupled limit, acquiring
a significant with as coupling is increased), and of course the magnitude
of the electron-electron repulsion U . A phase diagram of the magnetic and
non-magnetic behaviors of the Anderson impurity, in terms of dimension-less
parameters x = (EF − Ed)/U and pi∆/U , is shown in Fig. (2.5). Regions
Ed > EF and Ed + U < EF (which are not shown in the phase-diagram)
are non-magnetic for all values of ∆. It is thus clear that the most favorable
electron-doping for magnetic behavior is such that x = 0.5, and that as EF
is shifted in any direction, the spin-splittting (and the magnetic moment)
first decreases and then vanishes for some critical doping value, see panel
(f) in Fig. (2.5). Thus, the AIM predicts that as the distance between the
impurity peak Ed and EF is increased, at some point a transition to a non-
magnetic state with only one sharp peak must occur, see Fig. (2.5); on the
other hand, if the two-peak structure were not caused by magnetism, only a
rigid shift of the two-peaks with respect to EF should be observed. Indeed,
the idea of on- and off-switching the magnetic moments due to adatoms in
graphene via doping was previously applied by Nair et al [111].When the
dI/dV spectra of the doped sample of graphene were measured the two-peak
structure was destroyed and only one sharp peak was observed, thus yielding
a compelling argument for the magnetic nature of the two-peak splitting,
see panel F in Fig.(2.4).
The spatial distribution of the magnetic state was also investigated. Fig.
(2.6 A) shows a conductance map dI/dV (x,E) measured at every atomic
site along the line shown in Fig. (2.6 B). This esentially measures the size
of the resonant impurity peak at every site; it was found that this state
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Figure 2.4: A) Illustration of the origin of the spin-split state in terms of its
spatial extension given by the square of its wave-function and the Coulomb
repulsion U . Arrows indicate the positions of the energies for spin-up (n↑)
and spin-down (n↓) levels. For a fully polarized one-electron state, the ma-
jority level spin is filled and the minority one is empty, therefore n↑ = 1 and
n↓ = 0 and the energy splitting E↑ −E↓ is given by U B) STM topography
of a single H atom chemisorbed on neutral graphene (0.2 V, 0.1nA,7 × 7
nm2 ) C) dI/dV spectrum measured on the H atom, showing a fully po-
larized peak at EF , and measured on bare graphene far from the H atom.
The spectra were acquired at a nominal junction impedance of 2 gigaohms.
D and E) DFT-simulated STM image (D) and DOS (E) of an H atom
chemisorbed on neutral graphene. F) dI/dV spectra and DFT calculations
of the DOS induced by a single H atom on n- (left) and p-type (right) doped
graphene. The minimum of the dI/dV spectra, acquired on bare graphene
(black curves) determines the position of ED . All experimental data were
acquired at 5K. Adapted with permission from [91]
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Figure 2.5: (a-e) Evolution of the spin-splitting for different values of doping
within the Anderson impurity model (f) Maximum splitting is achieved at
x = 0.5 (meaning that the EF is half-way between the ↑ and ↓ peaks) (g)
Phase-diagram showing the regions of magnetic and non-magnetic behavior
for an Anderson impurity. Vertical lines in the phase diagram correspond to
modifications of the distance between the impurity level Ed and the Fermi
level EF which can be accomplished via electron-doping. Adapted with
permission from Supplementary Material of [91]
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is concentrated in sites corresponding to the sublattice opposite to the one
where the H is adsorbed (being nearly non-existent in the same sublattice).
Furthermore, the size of the magnetic moment and the occupied peak at
every carbon atom were highly correlated, see Fig. (2.6 C).
The interaction between H-H dimers was also addressed. When the H-
adatoms lie on the same sublattice (AA-dimer) the coupling between the
adatoms is ferromagnetic, whereas for the AB-dimer, the solution is non-
magnetic. Interestingly, their calculations for the total interaction energy
for the dimers relative to the energy of two infinitely separated H-adatoms
always yield an attractive result; that is, dimer-formation is favorable at
least for the distances shown in Fig. (2.7 A). In the next chapter we will
address the interaction between adatoms in AA and AB configurations, we
will find that our result for AA adatoms is in agreement with the Gonza´lez-
Herrero et al experiment (i.e. the coupling is ferromagnetic), whereas for AB
pairs at large distances our result yields an antiferromagnetic coupling, we
will also find parameters for which dimer formation is energetically favored,
depending on the strength of the adsorbate-graphene coupling. dI/dV mea-
surements show a spin-split peak near EF for the AA-dimer, whereas for
the AB-dimer it shows featureless v-shape structure like that of pristine
graphene (consistent with a non-magnetic solution) Fig. (2.7 E).
2.1.4 Magnetism due to periodic arrays of hydrogen-like adatoms
Having discussed the adsorption of single and pair H-adatoms from [91],
we now move on to the case of graphene superlattices with a periodically
arranged H-adatoms. As seen in the previous subsection, when a hydrogen
atom is adsorbed on top of a carbon atom, the sp2-symmetry is locally
broken, and the electron from the C pz orbital is removed from the pi bands
to form a σ bond with the H atom (Fig. 2.8 (a)), effectively removing the pz
orbital from the lattice. Therefore the electronic structure of hydrogenated
graphene is very similar to that of graphene with a vacancy, therefore in the
simplest approximation, one can use a vacancy as a model for a hydrogen
adatom. Periodically hydrogenated graphene shows a flat-band near the
Fermi level. In order to describe the magnetism that arises in graphene due
to hydrogen adsorption, we introduce the onsite Coulomb repulsion between
electrons of different spins (same-spins are already taken into account by the
Pauli exclusion principle):
H = −t
∑
<ij>,σ
c†iσcjσ + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓ (2.8)
Operators niσ = c
†
iσciσ represents the number of electron with spin σ in
the i-th site, and t is the hopping between nearest neighbor carbon atoms,
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Figure 2.6: A) Conductance map dI/dV (x,E) along the dashed line in B) .
The spectra were acquired at a nominal junction impedance of 3 gigaohms
B) STM topography of a single H atom on graphene C) Comparison be-
tween DFT calculations for the local magnetic moment and the height of
the occupied projected DOS (PDOS) peak, calculated on different carbon
atoms. D) Calculated magnetic moments induced by H chemisoprtion (the
lengths of the arrows signify the relative magnitudes of the magnetic mo-
ments) E) Schematic of the graphene structure along the dashed line in B).
Green (purple) balls indicate the positions of carbon atoms belonging to the
same (opposite) sublattice with respect to the locus of H chemisorption. The
dotted line shows the evolution of the height of the measured occupied peak,
and the arrows show the relative magnetic moment contribution of each car-
bon atom. All experimental data were acquired at T = 5 K. Adapted with
permission from [91]
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Figure 2.7: A) Calculated total energy, relative to twice the adsorption
energy of a single H atom, and magnetic stateof a pair of H atoms adsorbed
on the same (AA dimer) and different (AB dimer) sublattices, plotted as a
function of the H-H distance. B) STM image showing two different pairs of
H atoms, with one pair in an AA (purple circle) and the other pair in an
AB (green circle) configuration (0.2 V 0.1 nA, 7.8× 6.6 nm2) C) Calculated
STM image of the AB dimer and D) the AA dimer with the corresponding
diagrams for H atoms (blue balls) on graphene (purple and green balls). E)
Experimental dI/dV spectra and F) calculated DOS for the AA dimer, AB
dimer and clean graphene. The spectra were acquired at a nominal junction
impedance of 8 gigaohms. All experimental data were acquired at 5 K.
Adapted with permission from [91]
although, importantly, this sum does not include the orbital of the carbon
atom that hosts the H-adatom (thus treating it like a vacancy). The formal
expression for the Hubbard repulsion is:
U =
e2
4pi0
∫ ∫
d3rd3r′|ϕri,σ(r′)|2
1
|r− r′| |ϕri,σ(r)|
2 (2.9)
where ϕri,σ(r) are the Wannier wave-functions centered around site ri of
graphene. We will now consider the mean-field approximation of the Hub-
bard term; under this approximation the niσ operators can be written as
small fluctuations (∆niσ) around the mean value of the operator (〈niσ〉), that
is niσ = 〈niσ〉+ ∆niσ; if one substitutes this into expression 2.8, discarding
terms that are quadratic in the fluctuations, the Hubbard Hamiltonian can
be written as:
H = −t
∑
<ij>,σ
c†iσcjσ + U
∑
i
[ni↑〈ni↓〉+ ni↓〈ni↑〉 − 〈ni↑〉〈ni↓〉] (2.10)
The expectation values 〈niσ〉 are calculated self-consistently until conver-
gence is achieved, and once again, the summation over graphene sites ex-
cludes the site of the carbon atom subject to hydrogen adsorption. The
resulting magnetic moments are distributed in the lattice according to the
weight of the non-interacting vacancy wave-function |Ψvac(EF , r)|2, there-
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fore they are primarily concentrated in the sublattice opposite to the hydro-
genated carbon, more specifically in its nearest neighbors, see the geometry
in Fig. (2.8) panel (c). The long-range magnetic order is ferromagnetic when
the hydrogens are in the same sublattice (in agreement with the results for
the H-dimers studied by Gonza´lez-Herrero et al. [91]), and antiferromagnetic
otherwise. As the distance between the impurities is increased, the magnetic
moment in the nearest neighbors mnn decreases and converges for a distance
of dHH = 33.74 A , or equivalently a 14 × 14 supercell (0.25 % hydrogena-
tion). This decrease is related to the overlap between the wave-functions of
neighboring defects. These results are consistent with Lieb’s theorem [112],
which states that for bipartite lattices (such as the hexagonal lattice), the
ground-state of the Hubbard model with U > 0 is unique and has a spin
polarization given by:
S =
1
2
(NB −NA) (2.11)
where NB and NA are the number of atoms in sublattices B and A respec-
tively.
Figure (2.9 a) shows the band structure of a triangular superlattice of
adsorbates with period 28 a0 , corresponding to 0.06 % of adsorbed H,
calculated using the mean-field Hubbard model . The splitting (∆s) of the
mid-gap state formed during H adsorption is plotted in Fig. 2.9(b) for
different supercell sizes at different k-points. At the K point ∆s decays as
d−1.9HH , while at the Γ and M -points ∆s it goes as d
−1
HH .
2.2 The Hamiltonian for superlattices of hydro-
genated graphene
We will study the topological properties of a periodic array composed of a
adatoms on top of a carbon atom in the 5× 5 graphene supercell as shown
in the first two panels of Fig. (2.10). We describe the electronic structure
with a tight binding model with one pz orbital per carbon atom and a
nearest neighbor hopping parameter, t. The effect of the covalent bonding
between hydrogen and carbon is approximated by a large shift of the energy
of the pz orbital nearest to the hydrogen atom, 0. For 0 ≈ |t| a sharp
resonance appears near the vacancy [58], which decays slowly as function of
the distance. In the absence of interactions, the resonance is mostly localized
in the sublattice which does not include the perturbed pz orbital.
Due to the large density of states, once electronic interaction is turned
on, the localized level at zero energy becomes spin splitted, and a local
magnetic moment shows up. [74, 76–78, 204] Therefore, the effect of the
electron-electron interaction is to induce a exchange splitting, ∆Z between
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Figure 2.8: (a) Schematic representation of the sp2 hybridization breakdown
under hydrogen adsorption, equivalent to the presence of a single-vacancy
(b)Single-vacancy in a 5x5 supercell used in the mean-field Hubbard calcula-
tions with periodic boundary conditions. The pz orbital at the center of the
vacancy (yellow site inside the green region) is removed by adding a large
on-site potential (V → ∞) to simulate hydrogen adsorption. (c) Evolution
of magnetic moments on first neighbor atom for increasing distance between
impurities (dHH). The value converges apparently for dHH ≥ 33.74 A where
long range magnetic interactions start to vanish precluding the formation of
FM or AFM ordering and leading to isolated paramagnetic defects. To the
right, the lattice distribution of magnetic moments for different supercell
sizes. (Adapted with permission from [151])
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Figure 2.9: (a) Band structure corresponding to 0.06% of H adsorbed (28×28
supercell). The spin degeneracy is broken at the Fermi energy (E = 0) due to
the formation of local magnetic fields around impurities. (b) Evolution of ∆s
at three symmetry points K, Γ and M, for increasing values of the distance
between impurities (dHH). The inset shows the evolution of ∆s along the
M −K − Γ path in the hexagonal Brillouin zone of the valence (bottom),
impurity (center) and conduction (top) bands. Dashed lines correspond to
DFT results. (Adapted with permission from [151])
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the spin up and spin down levels at the sites where the resonance is located.
This is the effect which arises if the interaction is local and it is treated
within a mean field approximation. The orientation of the exchange field
with respect to the plane of the graphene layer is determined by the magnetic
anisotropy induced by the spin-orbit coupling. In the following we will
assume an off-plane direction, which can always be stabilized with an applied
magnetic field. The case of in-plane configuration will be dealt with in
section 2.7.
The full Hamiltonian for the adatom in the supercell is:
H = HKIN +HZ +HSO (2.12)
whereHKIN represents the kinetic terms of the Hamiltonian, HSO represents
the spin-orbit coupling terms, and HZ is the exchange splitting due to the
magnetism induced by the onsite potential of the adatom, which takes the
form of a usual site dependent Zeeman term. In this section we will explain
the kinetic and exchange contributions to the Hamiltonian. In the next two
sections we will discuss two cases separately: local SO coupling induced by
the adatom, and uniform SO coupling induced by a substrate.
The kinetic part of the Hamiltonian, includes an onsite energy at the
hydrogen s-orbital, and hoppings between carbon orbitals, and between the
adatom s-orbital and the hydrogenated carbon site CH . However,as ex-
plained in [92, 151], via a Lowdin transformation, the H-orbitals can be
eliminated, and the Hamiltonian of the adsorbate can be reduced to that of
an onsite single-impurity, where the onsite energy goes as the square of the
H-C hopping. After this transformation, the kinetic term in the Hamiltonian
can be written as:
HKIN = −t
∑
〈i,j〉,s
c†iscjs + o
∑
s
c†CH ,scCH ,s (2.13)
where t is the hopping between nearest neighbors i and j in the honey-
comb lattice, 0 is a large onsite potential in the hydrogenated carbon site
(in our calculation we consider it to be 100 times the hopping integral), and
c†CH ,s (cCH ,s) creates (annihilates) an electron in the hydrogenated carbon
site (CH). The onsite potential due to the adatom gives rise to a gap be-
tween the conduction and valence bands, as well as a vacancy state lying
at the Fermi energy. The size of this gap is proportional to the impurity
concentration, so that in the dilute limit of an isolated vacancy in graphene,
there is a zero energy vacancy state, but no gap.
The vacancy state also produces a non-uniform internal magnetization
in the sub lattice opposite to the adatom, which decreases with distance
from the impurity site. The local magnetization splits the impurity bands,
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Figure 2.10: Single hydrogen adatom in graphene sheet (a), and unit cell
of the simulation (b). As shown in (b), Rashba and exchange fields are
located only around the adatom. Band structure of a pristine 5x5 graphene
unit cell (c), and with a vacancy and local exchange field (d). The color
of the bands shows the expectation value of the spin along the z axis, red
represents spin-up and blue represents spin-down states.
creating a gap at the Fermi level, which can be seen in panel (d) of Fig.
(2.10). We model this magnetization effect by the exchange splitting term
in the Hamiltonian, which has the form:
HZ =
∑
iB
∆iBc
†
iB ,s
szciB ,s (2.14)
where the iB label means that the summation is carried out over all sites of
the B sub lattice opposite to CH . Effectively, this term contributes a spin-
dependent onsite potential in the B sites. Magnetization terms of opposite
sign are induced in the A sub lattice, but these terms only begin to have
a significant influence for values of the electron-electron interaction close
to the semimetal-antiferromagnetic insulator transition in the honeycomb
lattice (Uc = 2.23t). Here we restrict ourselves to the case of small U and
we neglect those terms (see section 2.6). The splitting magnitude ∆iB is
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Figure 2.11: Band structures (a,b) and Berry curvatures (c,d) of a graphene
supercell with one hydrogen atom, with local Rashba field and local off-plane
exchange. Panels (a,c) corresponds to realistic values of λR, whereas panels
(b,d) corresponds to a large λR.
proportional to the magnitude of the vacancy state at site iB, that is:
∆iB = ∆|Ψv(iB)|2 (2.15)
where Ψv is the wavefunction created by the the adatom, which is sublattice
polarized and strongly localized near the missing pz orbital After solving for
the band structure of the spin-unpolarized kinetic part of the Hamiltonian,
we introduce the sub lattice magnetization via eq. (2.14). This approach is
equivalent to perform one iteration of a selfconsistent Hubbard calculation,
and importantly it retains the relevant features of the electronic structure
even though not being self consistent. Furthermore, we have found that a
simplified model that takes into account only the magnetism of the nearest
neighbors of the adatom, captures all of the important topological properties
of the bands. (see section 2.6).
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2.3 Hydrogenated graphene: Local spin-orbit cou-
plings
In this section we discuss the model with local, adatom-induced SO cou-
plings. This model is appropriate for engineered arrays of hydrogen adatoms
in graphene, where the uniform intrinsic spin-orbit coupling can be ne-
glected. The Hamiltonian for the spin orbit coupling induced by the adatom
is [62]:
HSO = (2.16)
i
3
∑
〈〈CH ,j〉〉
c†CH ,scjs′
[
ΛI√
3
νCH ,jsz
]
ss′
+H.c.
+
2i
3
∑
〈〈CH ,j〉〉
c†CH ,scnn,j,s′
[
λR(s× ˆdCH ,j)z
]
ss′
+H.c.
+
2i
3
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉
c†nn,i,scnn,j,s′
[
ΛPIA(s× Dˆi,j)z
]
ss′
Where dCH ,j is the unit vector connecting CH to its nearest neighbors, and
Di,j is the unit vector connecting the second neighbors of CH . The operator
c†nn,j,s ( cnn,j,s) creates (annihilates) electrons of spin s in the jth nearest
neighbor of CH , whereas c
†
CH ,s
creates an electron at CH .The first term
describes the adatom modified intrinsic SO coupling ΛI , which induces spin-
preserving hoppings between CH and its second neighbors. The second term
(λR) describes the Bychkov-Rashba hoppings caused by the local breaking of
space inversion symmetry around the adatom site. It induces spin-flipping
hoppings between CH and its nearest neighbors. The third term (ΛPIA)
induces spin-flipping hoppings between the nearest neighbors of CH . We
have neglected in this section the intrinsic SO coupling of pristine graphene,
which induces hoppings between second neighbors not containing CH .
The presence of Rashba interaction and an exchange field in the sites
where the impurity bands are located, strongly suggests the possibility of
reaching a Quantum Anomalous Hall (QAH) state, via a topological phase
transition occurring in the corresponding gap. We inspect the topological
properties of the valence bands of the bulk system, by calculating the Chern
number
C = 1
2pi
∑
n
∫
BZ
Ωn(kx, ky)d
2k (2.17)
where the integral is carried out over the first Brillouin zone, and the sum-
mation is carried out over all valence bands (see Appendix A for a more
detailed description of the calculation method for the Chern number). The
Chern number gives the number of chiral edge states at each edge of a
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nano ribbon, and is related to the quantized charge Hall conductance via
σyx = Ce2/~ . Using the ab-initio values reported by [62] for the spin-orbit
coupling strengths and onsite potential, we calculate the Berry curvature
of the graphene supercell with an adatom. The SO coupling strengths are
λR = 1.14 × 10−4 t, ΛPIA = −2.66 × 10−4 t and ΛI = −7.26 × 10−5 t.
The magnitude of the exchange splitting at the nearest neighbors of the
adatom site is set at 0.1 t throughout this calculation. A close-up of the
band structure around the gap, and the Berry curvature profiles for these
values are shown in panels (a) and (c) of Fig. (2.11), integration over the
Brillouin zone yields C = 0. The Berry curvature has different signs in op-
posite valleys and the Chern number around each valley is not an integer.
This situation is similar to the Valley Hall effect in graphene in the presence
of a sub lattice staggered potential, where valley currents are formed in the
direction transverse to an applied in-plane electric field.
We will investigate the conditions for achieving a QAH state in this
setting, we do this by checking the low-energy band structure and Berry
curvature while increasing the Rashba parameter. A closing and reopening
of the gap occurs at the topological phase transition from the Valley-Hall
regime to the QAH state. We found this to occur for values of the Rashba pa-
rameter that are 104 times larger than the ab-initio values of [62] (λR = 3.25
t). Panel (b) in Fig. (2.11) shows the band structure for this situation of
very large Rashba coupling, whereas panel (d) shows the profile of the Berry
curvature in the same situation. The magnetization breaks both time re-
versal symmetry and sub lattice symmetry, since the adatoms are located
only in one sublattice. We find the Berry curvature to be almost entirely
concentrated around the K valley. We find C = 1. We have investigated
the band gaps at half-filling for lower adatom concentrations, and we have
found the QAH phase to exist within a region of parameter space beyond
physically realistic values [93]. Therefore, although theoretically the simul-
taneous existence of exchange and Rashba couplings in graphene might be
able to create a quantum anomalous Hall state, within the realistic values
such phase is not expected to be observed. Nevertheless, it is worth to note
that the present model can be also applied to model further 2D honeycomb
systems with stronger SOC, in which the topological state could be realized.
In the following section, we will show how in these systems, where apart
form the Rashba coupling there is a strong intrinsic SOC, the topological
state can be easily realized.
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Figure 2.12: Scheme (a) of unit cell with vacancy induced local magnetism,
and uniform Rashba induced by off-plane electric field. Band structure
with vacancy, local magnetism, uniform intrinsic SOC with (b) and without
Rashba (c). Berry curvature for (b), showing a Chern number C = +1.
In comparison with Fig.(2.11), the anomalous Hall state (b) appears at
arbitrary small Rashba field, provided intrinsic SOC closes the band gap
(c).
2.4 Honeycomb lattice with adsorbates and uni-
form SOC
Moving away from graphene, we will explore this model in the regime of
stronger SOC, which will be representative of heavier graphene-like honey-
comb lattices. We have seen that the hydrogen-induced local Rashba is not
strong enough to induce a topological phase transition to a QAH insulator,
now we investigate the possibility of achieving such a state in a different set-
ting: a supercell of a graphene like honeycomb crystal in which the intrinsic
SO coupling cannot be neglected, in the presence of a substrate that induces
a uniform Rashba effect, see panel (a) in Fig. (2.12). This model can be
applied to a large family of systems such as silicene, germanene, stanene,
hydrogenated bismuth, metal organic frameworks [95–100]. For the sake
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of simplicity, we will spin split the flat band induced by the impurity by
just applying a local exchange field to the first neighbors of the vacancy.
We stress that this approach retains all the relevant features of the band
structure. The spin-orbit coupling Hamiltonian in this model will be also
introduced in a simpler form as:
HSO = (2.18)
+
2i
3
∑
〈i,j〉
c†iscjs′
[
λR(s× ˆdi,j)z
]
ss′
+
i
3
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉
c†iscjs′
[
ΛI√
3
νi,jsz
]
ss′
+H.c.
where the SO hoppings are now uniformly distributed around the supercell
and νij is ±1 depending on whether the second neighbor is reached clockwise
or anticlockwise. The first term can be externally tuned by a perpendicular
electric field, whereas the second is the intrinsic SO of the honeycomb lattice
for that particular system.
Apart from this, the supercell Hamiltonian remains unchanged. Since
the magnitude of the gap between the impurity bands decreases with adatom
concentration, we can consider a regime in which the Kane-Mele intrinsic
SO coupling is strong enough to close the exchange-splitted gap, as shown
in panel (c) of Fig. (2.12). This situation can be observed with ΛI = 0.03
t, λR = 0.0 t, and a exchange splitting of 0.25 t in the nearest-neighbors
of the adatom. There is no gap around the K valley in this regime. Once
the Rashba SO coupling is induced, a gap with topologically non-trivial
properties appears as shown in panels (b) and (d) of Fig. (2.12), for the
band structure and Berry curvature respectively, for a Rashba of λR = 0.02
t. Integration yields a Chern number C = 1, signaling a QAH state with 1
edge state. The edge state can be observed in the energy spectrum of the
hydrogenated nano ribbon, see panel (a) in Fig.(2.13) confirming the result
obtained from the Berry curvature analysis . The edge state can also be
observed from the k-resolved density of states at the zigzag edge of a semi-
infinite plane, following the same calculation method as in [101], see panel
(b) in Fig. (2.13)
A qualitative description of the properties of the system can be seen from
the phase diagram in panel (a) of Fig. (2.14). For small values of the intrinsic
and Rashba SO couplings the system is a trivial insulator. By increasing
the values of either the Kane-Mele or Rashba the system turns into a metal,
whereas the combination of higher intrinsic and Rashba couplings changes
the system into a QAH insulator with one conducting edge state. The regime
where the system is a trivial insulator, is characterized by Berry curvatures
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Figure 2.13: (a) Low-energy band structure of hydrogenated nano ribbon,
the unit cell of 1,000 carbon atoms is constructed from the repetition of bulk
cells. ΛI = 0.03t, λR = 0.02t and ∆ = 0.25t. (b) Density of states in the
zigzag edge of a semi-infinite plane showing the existence of the edge state.
(c) Distribution of the LDOS at the Fermi energy
of opposite signs in opposite valleys.
2.5 Hydrogenated graphene away from half filling
So far, we have considered the topological properties of the superlattice of
adsorbates at half-filling. The adsorbates break sub lattice inversion sym-
metry, and in the trivial insulating case, they generate a Berry curvature
distribution similar to that of graphene in the presence of a sublattice stag-
gered potential, characterized by peaks of opposite signs at the two valleys.
When the Fermi level is tuned to be at the bottom of the conduction band,
which can be done by applying a gate voltage, the Berry curvature distri-
bution continues to be asymmetric in opposite valleys, as shown in panels
(c) and (d) of Fig. (2.14)., giving rise to a non-quantized Valley-Hall effect,
i.e. skew-scattering for electrons in opposite valleys (see panel b), and thus
a net valley current that travels in the bulk. The sign of the anomalous ve-
locity can be switched by changing the sub lattice in which the adsorbates
are placed.
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This later effect is independent of any spin orbit coupling or magnetism,so
it is expected to be observed in atomically engineered hydrogenated graphene.
The assumptions for it to be observed is that, on one hand impurities have
to be located in the same sublattice and on the other hand the concentration
of adsorbates has to be such that the Bloch super cells have dimensions that
preserve the Valley degree of freedom (i.e, N ×N super cells where N is not
an multiple of 3) [102] . It is important to note that random hydrogenation,
even if clustering is avoided [103], will lead to hydrogen lying randomly in
both sublattices, giving a vanishing net valley Hall effect. In comparison,
if all the hydrogen atoms are located in the same sublattice, the net valley
Hall current will be different from zero and strong non-local signal might be
observed, very much like in gated bilayer graphene [104].
2.6 Hubbard mean-field
In this section we briefly present an extreme case to justify that the de-
tails of the local magnetic order are not critically important. In partic-
ular, we compare the result for a self-consistent Hubbard solution HZ =∑
i U [〈n↑〉n↓+ 〈n↓〉n↑] to a situation where the exchange takes place only in
the nearest neighbor atoms of the vacancy HZ =
∑
NNv JSz. The relative
independence of the results of the details of the magnetism away from the
vacancy can be rationalized as follows. The sublattice polarized zero energy
state created by the hydrogen adatom is the one responsible for magnetism,
and it is strongly localized close to the impurity. Even though this state is
somewhat extended, a full selfconsistent solution gives a magnetism strongly
localized in the proximity of the impurity. Therefore, a NN magnetism, lo-
calized in the three atoms yields a similar band structures compared with a
Hubbard self-consistent calculation Fig. (2.15).
2.7 Magnetic anisotropy. Angle-dependent mean-
field
Once a SOC term is included in the Hamiltonian, not all the directions for a
magnetic solution are equivalent and the system is expected to develop a cer-
tain magnetic anisotropy. Nevertheless, for a single S = 1/2, no anisotropy
is allowed in a single spin Hamiltonian due to σ2x = σ
2
y = σ
2
z = I, and there-
fore a single vacancy is not expected to have magnetic anisotropy. In the
case presented in this work, the periodic system has a an infinite number
of S = 1/2 adsorbates and therefore certain anisotropy is allowed in the
Hamiltonian. A perturbative argument in the SOC strength in the polar-
ized vacancy bands yields a vanishing first order contribution, and therefore
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Figure 2.14: (a) Schematic phase diagram of the adatom in the supercell
with intrinsic and Rashba SO couplings as parameters, the exact values of
the SO couplings vary as a function of impurity concentration. (b) The Berry
curvature is concentrated in one valley or the other depending on which sub
lattice the impurities are located. Valley currents of opposite signs may be
thus be engineered at will. (c) and (d) show respectively, the band structure
and Berry curvature for slightly doped graphene. If the Fermi level now lies
at the bottom of the conduction band the Berry curvature still has opposite
signs at opposite valleys.
the first non-vanishing contribution is expected to be of the order
∆Eanis = Λ
2
SOC/t (2.19)
where ΛSOC is the SOC stregth, which will comprise both Rashba and Kane
Mele-like SOC. Being a quadratic contribution it is expected to be rather
small, as similar anisotropies in graphene-like systems [106]. In order to
investigate the easy axis we use an angle-dependent collinear mean-field
model; in this approach the spin-quantization axis is:
Ω = (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ) (2.20)
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Figure 2.15: Comparison of the magnetic structures (a,b) and band struc-
tures (c,d) of a selfconsistent Hubbard calculation for vacancy (a,c), and
only a NN magnetism (b,d). It is observed that band structures show very
similar features. For (a,c) we took U=1.5t, whereas for (d,e) J=0.3t.
The number operators expressed in the rotated axis Ω are:
ni↑Ω =
(
cos2 θ2 e
−iϕ sin θ2 cos
θ
2
e−iϕ sin θ2 cos
θ
2 sin
2 θ
2
)
(2.21)
ni↓Ω =
(
cos2 θ2 −e−iϕ sin θ2 cos θ2
−e−iϕ sin θ2 cos θ2 sin2 θ2
)
(2.22)
HMF = U
∑
i,s
[〈nisΩ〉nis′Ω − 〈ni↓Ω〉〈ni↑Ω〉] (2.23)
With this approach the total energy can be calculated as a function of
the angle θ. Importantly, the easy axis is found to be in-plane.
In the present case, the topological insulating phase requires a non-zero
off-plane component. We show in Fig. (2.16) a system analogous to Fig.
(2.12) , but now with the magnetization localized in-plane. In this case
the total Chern number yields zero, so that this configuration is a trivial
insulating state. In order to observe the QAH state, the off-plane moment
must be stabilized, either by an off-plane magnetic field, or by exchange
coupling to a magnetic substrate.
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Figure 2.16: Panel (a) shows the band structure of the system for in-plane
magnetization with λR = 0.02t; λI = 0.03t and a Zeeman splitting of
∆ = 0.4t in the nearest-neighbors of the adatom. Panel (b) shows the
Berry curvature distribution yielding a Chern number C = 0. In-plane mag-
netization yields a trivial insulating regime.
2.8 Summary and discussion
We have aimed at an understanding of the topological properties of honey-
comb superlattices with adatoms in the dilute limit, by a Berry curvature
analysis of the bulk gap at half filling. This gap is opened by the split-
ting of the impurity bands due to the exchange field. It is influenced by
adatom concentration inasmuch as the vacancy state and the induced mag-
netic moment depend on the distance between adatoms [151]. We have
found that within the range of realistic values for the SO couplings and
onsite potential reported in [62] the sub lattice asymmetry induced by the
adatom predominates over the exchange field and local SO couplings. The
predominant phase is similar to the Valley Hall effect in gapped graphene,
where electrons in opposite valleys acquire anomalous velocities transverse
to an in-plane electric field in opposite directions. Finally, it is worth to
remind that randomly distributed hydrogen adatoms would give rise to a
net vanishing response, due to the statistical compensation between both
sublattices.
We also extended our model in order to study the topological properties
of arrays of adsorbates in honeycomb crystals in which the uniform intrinsic
and Rashba SO couplings cannot be neglected, such as stanene, silicene or
germanene. Starting from a situation in which the intrinsic SOC is strong
enough to mix the exchange-splitted impurity bands, a situation that can
be realized for low concentrations of impurities, we have found that the
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Rashba parameter is capable of opening a gap with non-trivial topological
properties, effectively turning the system into a QAH insulator. Finally we
also considered the situation in which the Fermi level lies inside the bottom
of the conduction band, we have found a Berry curvature distribution of
peaks of opposite signs in the two valleys, marking the the presence of bulk
valley currents in a direction transverse to an applied electric field.
Chapter 3
Modulation of Kekule´
adatom ordering due to
strain in graphene
Much of the rich physics of graphene stems from the peculiarities of its
intrinsic electronic structure, such as its gapless Dirac spectrum, the chi-
rality of its carriers, or the emergence of pseudogauge fields as a result of
inhomogeneous strains [114–116] . These are all intra-valley properties, de-
fined independently within valleys K and K′. They are responsible for e.g.
graphenes high mobilities [117], Klein tunneling [118], the valley-Hall ef-
fect [119] or the emergence of topologically protected boundary states in
bilayers [120, 195]. They remain robust as long as valley symmetry is pre-
served, i.e. as long as any perturbation or disorder present in the sample acts
symmetrically on the two sublattices of the crystal. Atomic-like defects are
one important type of perturbation that does not in general preserve valley
symmetry, and allows for scattering events with an intervalley ∆K = K−K′
momentum transfer (~ = 1) [121].
Intervalley scattering may be important at the edges of a generic graphene
flake [122, 123], at substitutional dopants [124–126], or at certain adatoms
[127] that adsorb to graphene in a top configuration (i.e. adsorbed atop
individual carbon atoms), such as Fluor [128] or Hydrogen [91], thereby
breaking sublattice symmetry. Despite destroying the chiral nature of car-
riers in graphene, intervalley scattering is also fundamentally interesting
in its own right [129], and can actually become a powerful tool, particu-
larly for graphene functionalization. It is crucial for the engineering of en-
hanced spin-orbit couplings and finite bandgaps in graphene via decoration
with adatoms [130–133], by the effect of a crystalline substrate [134–136],
or through electron-phonon interaction [137].
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Here, we will focus on another effect of intervalley scattering, the unique
ordering mechanism of top adatoms [131] and similar atomic-like defects
[138,139] in graphene. Adatom-ordering results from the electron-mediated
interactions between defects as graphene quasiparticles scatter between them
[140–142]. Scattering at adatoms locally modifies the electronic density of
states in graphene, which gives rise to Friedel oscillations [124, 143] (see
Appendix B for a detailed discussion) and to a change in the total elec-
tronic energy that depends on the distance between adatoms. This effect
has been shown to be the dominant contribution in the interaction between
graphene adatoms [144]. It leads to the self-organization of atomic de-
fects and adatoms at different levels, including sublattice ordering [132,142],
Kekule´ ordering [141] and spatial clustering [140]. Kekule´ ordering, recently
demonstrated in experiment [139], is probably the most striking of these.
Via an approach that combines ab initio density functional theory, and
a tight-binding approach, the authors of [144] found that the interaction
between top-adatoms in graphene has two regimes of radial dependence: a
short-distance regime in which the interaction decays as 1/r, and a long-
distance regime in which the interaction decays as 1/r3. In the short-
distance regime, the interaction is attractive when adatoms lie in opposite
sublattices (AB configuration) and repulsive when in the same sublattice
(AA configuration), whereas the situation is reversed in the long-distance
regime. The transition between the short- and long- distance regimes occurs
abruptly at a critical distance that depends heavily on the strength of the
adatom onsite potential (0) and the adatom-graphene coupling t
′. Impor-
tantly, the interaction potential oscillates according to a Kekule´ periodicity
cos2[12(K−K′).r] . The RKKY interaction between magnetic adatoms has
a similar Kekule´ oscillatory behavior. Furthermore it is ferromagnetic when
the impurities are in AA-configuration, and antiferromagnetic when in AB-
configuration, a result that has been confirmed for the case of hydrogen
adatoms by using first-principle calculations in [91]. By contrast, the in-
teraction potential between plaquette-type impurities (i.e. hollow-adatoms
positioned at the center of a graphene hexagon) , which do not produce
intervalley-scattering, shows a similar 1/r3 asymptotical dependence but
without the Kekule´ cos2(12∆K.r) oscillations. In Appendix B we will address
in more detail the intervalley scattering and Friedel oscillations produced by
a top-adatom, and the experimental evidence of the Kekule´ adatom-ordering
in graphene will be discussed in section 3.1 .
In this chapter, we show that electron-mediated Kekule´ ordering is ex-
tremely sensitive to elastic strains in the underlying graphene. The connec-
tion arises from the effect of strain-induced pseudogauge fields on intervalley
scattering, and could provide a sensitive way to measure strains through
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adatom distributions, or conversely to control Kekule´ ordering of adatoms
through strain engineering. The chapter is structured as follows: in section
(3.1) we discuss an experiment by Gutierrez et al. [139] where they found
evidence of Kekule´ ordering of impurities in graphene; in section (3.2) we
explain our model for the calculation of the interaction energy between ad-
sorbates, and we apply it to the case of top-adatoms on unstrained graphene
confirming the findings of previous literature; in section (3.3) we apply our
model to the case of top-adatoms in graphene under elastic strain, in section
(3.4) we discuss the case of strongly-coupled adatoms, in section (3.5) we
include in our discussion the effects of adatom magnetization (here mod-
elled by a mean-fied Hubbard Hamiltonian), in section (3.6) we explain how
our model yields the same 1/r3 asymptotic dependence in a limit without
dissipation, and finally in section (3.7) we discuss other kinds of adsorbates:
adatoms in the hollow position as well as benzene molecules, and study their
interaction potential.
3.1 Gutierrez et al. experiment. Hidden Kekule´
order in graphene
The Kekule´ distortion in graphene is a phase characterized by a periodic
altering of the strength of 1/3 of the C-C bonds, schematically depicted
in Fig. (3.1 a) where bonds in black (blue) have a hopping strength of
t (t′); this distortion triples the unit cell, the original lattice vector of the
honeycomb lattice is shown in red in Fig. (3.1 a), whereas the lattice vectors
of the Kekule´ distorted lattice are depicted as yellow. This bond-distortion
opens a gap at the Dirac points (citations needed).
A path to engineering the Kekule´ phase in graphene, is by adsorption
of ad-atoms in top-positions of graphene. An impurity induces Friedel os-
cillations that have the same wavelength as the periodicity of the Kekule´
superlattice (see Appendix B). Adatoms in graphene, upon cooling, are ex-
pected to arrange themselves in such a way that they lie in the same Kekule´
sublattice, Fig. (3.1 d), yielding an ordered state in which their Friedel
oscillations are amplified by constructive interference. This causes displace-
ments in the carbon atom positions, generating a Kekule´ distorted graphene
lattice. Thus, within this proposal,the Kekule´ distorted phase should man-
ifest in the positions of the impurities, see Fig. (3.3), and in the fact that
STM-imaging should show and additional periodicity of the tripled-unit cell.
The experiment carried out by [139], performed STM-imaging of epitax-
ial graphene grown on a copper substrate, the geometry is shown in Fig.
(3.2 a). STM images reveal the presence of atomic features, see Fig. (3.3 a).
The atomic features show the ”Y” shape characteristic of top-adsorbates,
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Figure 3.1: Adatom-induced Kekule´ distortion (KD) in graphene. a) Real-
space schematic of pristine graphene (top) and KD graphene (bottom left).
In the KD phase, a third of the bonds in graphene (shown here in blue)
are differente owing to the two hopping energies t,t0. The KD phase of
graphene can be represented by making a three-colour mosaic tiling of the
pristine graphene lattice, as shown in the bottom right. b) Illustration of how
an adatom adsorbed onto graphene creates Friedel oscillations with the KD
wavevector in its immediate vicinity. c),d), Illustrations of the disordered
and hidden Kekule´ ordered (HKO) states of adatoms, respectively. Adapted
with permission from [139]
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Figure 3.2: a) Relaxed DFT structural model of graphene-Cu(111). C-C
bonds (white) contr act above Cu1 vacancies. b) Atomically resolved STM
topograph (Vb = 100 mV, I = 120 pA) showing the graphene honeycomb
lattice (red diamond) and KD supercell (yellow diamond). The topogra-
phy also shows several bright spots (indicated by black arrows). c) Fourier
transform (FT) of a large-area atomically resolved topography (Vb = 5 mV,
I = 120 pA). The six red circles are at the graphene Bragg peak locations,
and the six yellow circles are at the wavelength of the KD. The inset shows
a corresponding FT from graphene grown on a rare patch of amorphous
copper foil. This FT shows the graphene Bragg peaks (red circles) but no
KD. Adapted with permission from [139]
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but their apparent height is much smaller than typical for an adatom, the
atomic feature is actually caused by vacancies in the Cu1 layer of copper
that lies immediately beneath graphene. As expected from theory, the ghost
adatoms tend to cluster in the same Kekule´ sublattice, even in very large
areas, see Fig. (3.3 d). STM topography shows patches with larger hon-
eycomb patterns with a darker depression at every other graphene hollow
position, thus forming a triple unit cell (yellow rhombus in Fig. 3.2 b, the
red rhombus shows the graphene unit cell). The Fourier transform of STM-
topographic images show three distinct periodicities, there are six outer
peaks (surrounded by red circles) located at the wavelength of the recipro-
cal lattice of graphene; but additional peaks (surrounded by yellow circles)
arise at the wavelength of the Kekule´ tripled unit cell, which is the same
wavelength of the Friedel oscillations of a top-impurity or adatom, the ”yel-
low” peaks are absent in pristine undistorted graphene (see inset in Fig. 3.2
c) and constitute the main signature of the Kekule´ distortion of graphene.
3.2 Adsorbate-adsorbate interactions in graphene
3.2.1 Single-impurity Anderson model
The Anderson impurity model is used to describe magnetic impurities ad-
sorbed in a metallic host [110]. We will use it here to obtain the mean-field
Hubbard Hamiltonian of a single molecule adsorbed on a graphene lattice.
Our model starts from a frequency dependent Hamiltonian for the molecule:
Hmoleff (ω) = H
mol
0 + U
∑
i
〈ni↑〉ni↓ + 〈ni↓〉ni↑ + Σgr(ω) (3.1)
where Hmol0 + U
∑
i〈ni↑〉ni↓ + 〈ni↓〉ni↑ is the Hamiltonian of the isolated
molecule, and Σgr(ω) = −t′†Ggr0 (ω)t′ is the self-energy of the graphene bath
on the molecule; the matrix t′ is the hopping between the molecule and
graphene and Ggr0 (ω) is the pristine Green’s function of graphene. The mean
values of the number operators for each site i and each spin variety σ are
calculated from the effective Hamiltonian of the molecule via the integral:
〈ni,σ〉 =
∫ f
−∞
ρmoliσ,iσ(ω)dω = −
1
pi
=
∫ f
−∞
[
ω −Hmoleff (ω)
]−1
iσ,iσ
dω (3.2)
Once we have obtained the mean-field Hamiltonian of the adsorbate, we
now obtain the Green’s function of graphene in the presence of the adsorbate.
This can be obtained via Dyson’s equation:
Ggr = Ggr0 +G
gr
0 Σ
mGgr = Ggr0 +G
gr
0 Σ
m (Ggr0 +G
gr
0 Σ
mGgr0 + ...) (3.3)
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Figure 3.3: a, Close-up topograph around a single atomic feature (AF)
(Vb = −5mV, I = 120pA) showing the atomic structure of the AF. We note
that this detailed ”Y” shape is more apparent at low biases, |Vb| ≤ 10mV.
b) Graphene can be considered as three inter-penetrating Kekule´ mosaic
lattices that can be represented by the three colours as shown. The AF’s can
be classified by six colours, for the three phases of KD and two sublattices.
Hidden Kekule´ ordering (HKO) of the AF’s corresponds to the selection of
one colour of the AF’s in a given topograph. c) Three-dimensional STM
topograph of several AF’s showing the presence of local HKO in the AF’s
(Vb = −5mV, I = 120pA). The image on the right is overlayed with the
three-colour representation of the graphene lattice. d) Large-scale topograph
showing several AF’s that are colour-coded as in b (Vb = 80mV, I = 650pA).
The image shows that the AF’s are almost completely ordered over large
areas onto a single Kekule´ lattice, evidence of the HKO state. e) Large-scale
topograph showing the presence of several Kekule´ domain boundaries in the
graphene. We note that the graphene sheet itself is perfectly continuous
across the area and has no defects (Vb = −5mV, I = 120pA). Adapted with
permission from [139]
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where Ggr0 is the Green function of pristine graphene and Σ
m is the self-
energy term in graphene due to the adsorbed molecule:
Σm(ω) = −t′†
[
(ω + iη)−Hmol0 −Hmolmf
]−1
t′ (3.4)
where Hmolmf = U
∑
i〈ni↑〉ni↓ + 〈ni↓〉ni↑ is the part of the Hamiltonian that
accounts for the electron-electron repulsion within the mean-field approxi-
mation; this equation can be rearranged as :
Ggr = Ggr0 +G
gr
0 (Σ
m + ΣmGgr0 Σ
m + ...)Ggr0 = G
gr
0 +G
gr
0 TG
gr
0 (3.5)
where the T matrix is given by the expansion :
T = Σm + ΣmGgr0 Σ
m + ΣmGgr0 Σ
mGgr0 Σ
m + ... (3.6)
T = Σm + Σm (Ggr0 +G
gr
0 Σ
mGgr0 +G
gr
0 Σ
mGgr0 Σ
mGgr0 + ...) Σ
m (3.7)
we will now prove that the expansion within parenthesis can be written as(
(Ggr0 )
−1 − Σm). On the one hand we have that:
(1− ΣmGgr0 )−1 =
[(
(Ggr0 )
−1 − Σm)Ggr0 ]−1 = (Ggr0 )−1 [(Ggr0 )−1 − Σm]−1
(3.8)
(Ggr0 )
−1 [(Ggr0 )−1 − Σm]−1 = 1 + ΣmGgr0 + ΣmGgr0 ΣmGgr0 + ... (3.9)
[
(Ggr0 )
−1 − Σm]−1 = Ggr0 +Ggr0 ΣmGgr0 +Ggr0 ΣmGgr0 ΣmGgr0 + ... (3.10)
Therefore, one can write the T matrix of graphene in the presence of the
adsorbed molecule as:
T (ω) = Σm + Σm
[
(Ggr0 )
−1 − Σm]−1 Σm (3.11)
Once the T matrix is obtained, we have solved the problem of finding out
the effect of the adsorbate on graphene. In specific, the magnetic moment
in each graphene site, which comes from the difference in density of states
for each spin variety can be derived from the graphene Green function as:
Mz(ri) = 〈ni↑〉 − 〈ni↓〉 =
∫ f
−∞
dω
[
ρgri↑ (ω)− ρgri↓ (ω)
]
(3.12)
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Figure 3.4: DOS of an adatom and LDOS in the nearest neighbor of the
adsorbed site in graphene for U = 0 (a,b) and U = 0.4 t (c,d). 0 = −0.15t
and t′ = −0.7t.
Mz(ri) = − 1
pi
∫ f
−∞
dω=
[
Ggri↑,i↑(ω)−Ggri↓,i↓(ω)
]
(3.13)
As an example, we consider an adatom adsorbed in the top position of a
graphene site. The top-adatom is represented as a single orbital with onsite
energy H = −0.15 t that is slightly lower than the Fermi level of graphene
set at half-filling; the hopping between the hydrogen and the carbon site
below is t′ = −0.7 t. Panels (a,b) of Fig. (3.4) show the DOS at the
adatom and the LDOS in the nearest-neighbor of the adatom for U = 0.
For the interacting case, with U = 0.4t, panels (c,d) of Fig. (3.4) show the
spin-splitting of the peaks near the Fermi level.
3.2.2 Two-impurity Anderson model
Now, we consider the problem of adsorption of two molecules M1 and M2
separated by a vector R12 = r2−r1. We are interested in exploring not only
the magnetism arising in both graphene and the molecules but also, we want
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to explore the dependence of the total energy of the system as a function
of R12. In this model, the self-consistent calculation of the Hamiltonian
must be carried out simultaneously for the two adsorbates. The effective
mean-field Hamiltonian in M2 is given by:
Hm2eff (ω) = H
m2
0 + U
∑
i,σ
〈nm2iσ 〉nm2iσ′ + Σgr,m1(ω) (3.14)
where the self-energy Σgr,m1(ω) = −t′†Ggrm1(r2, r2)t′. Notice that the graphene
Green function in the self-energy term is not the Green function of pristine
graphene, but the Green function of pristine graphene Ggr0 (r2, r2) plus the
effect of the neighboring molecule M1 contained in the T-matrix T1(ω), the
self-energy thus represents the influence of graphene and M1 on M2:
Ggrm1(r2, r2) = G
gr
0 (r2, r2) +G
gr
0 (r2, r1)T1(ω)G
gr
0 (r1, r2) (3.15)
where T1(ω) = Σ
m1
[
1−Ggr0 (r1, r1)Σm1
]−1
and the self-energy of M1 on
graphene is :
Σm1(ω) = −t′†
(ω + iη)−Hm10 − U∑
i,σ
〈nm1iσ 〉nm1iσ′
−1 t′ (3.16)
with this Green function the mean-values of the number operators in the
sites of M2 can be calculated :
〈nm2iσ 〉 = −
1
pi
=
∫ f
−∞
dω
(ω + iη)−Hm20 − U∑
i,σ
〈nm2iσ 〉nm2iσ′ − Σgr,m1(ω)
−1
iσ,iσ
(3.17)
The analogous expressions for molecule M1 are :
Hm1eff (ω) = H
m1
0 + U
∑
i,σ
〈nm1iσ 〉nm1iσ′ + Σgr,m2(ω) (3.18)
Σgr,m2 = −t′†Ggr,m2(r1, r1)t′ (3.19)
Ggr,m2(r1, r1) = G
gr
0 (r1, r1) +G
gr
0 (r1, r2)T2(ω)G
gr
0 (r2, r1) (3.20)
T2(ω) = Σ
m2
[
1−Ggr0 (r1, r1)Σm2
]−1
(3.21)
〈nm1iσ 〉 = −
1
pi
=
∫ f
−∞
dω
(ω + iη)−Hm10 − U∑
i,σ
〈nm1iσ 〉nm1iσ′ − Σgr,m2(ω)
−1
iσ,iσ
(3.22)
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After convergence of the mean-field Hamiltonian, we can obtain the Green’s
function of graphene under adsorption of two molecules as:
Ggrm1,m2(ω) = G
gr
0 (ω) +G
gr
0 (ω)Tm1,m2(ω)G
gr
0 (ω) (3.23)
From now on, to simplify our notation Ggr(ω) will be understood to be the
Green function of graphene in the presence of M1 and M2.
Ggr0 (ω) =
(
Ggr0 (r1, r1) G
gr
0 (r1, r2)
Ggr0 (r2, r1) G
gr
0 (r2, r2)
)
Σm1,m2(ω) =
(
Σm1 0
0 Σm2
)
Σm1,m2(ω) is the self-energy in graphene due to the presence of molecules
M1 and M2 analogous to (3.4) in the single-adsorbate case, and Tm1,m2(ω) =
Σm1,m2 [1−Ggr0 (ω)Σm1,m2 ]−1 is the T -matrix of the two molecules. With the
Green functions of graphene (Ggr(ω)) and M1, M2, one can also calculate
the total energy of the system :
ET = − 1
pi
=
∫ f
−∞
ωTr [Ggr(ω) +Gm1(ω) +Gm2(ω)] dω (3.24)
The contributions of M1 and M2 to the total energy are easy to compute
from:
Gm1,2 =
(ω + iη)−Hm1,20 − U∑
i,σ
〈nm1,2i,σ 〉nm1,2i,σ′ − t′†Ggrm2,1t′
−1 (3.25)
the total sum is over the the number of orbitals of each adsorbate. The
contribution from graphene is less trivial to calculate, given that the trace
of Ggr(ω) is a summation over an infinite number of atomic sites of graphene.
We only need to consider the diagonal termsGgrii (ω) = G
gr
0,ii+G
gr
0,ijTj,j′(ω)G
gr
0,j′i.
The first term in the right hand side corresponds to pristine graphene and
it is irrelevant for our purposes since it is independent of the presence of
the adsorbates, and we will neglect it henceforth. In order to work around
the difficulty of summing over all graphene sites, we expand the pristine
graphene terms as a sum over k points in the Brillouin zone:
Ggr0,ij =
1
Nk
∑
k
eik.(ri−rj)
(ω + iη)−Hgr0 (k)
(3.26)
using this expansion, the trace of the Green’s function can be written as:∑
i
Ggrii =
1
Nk
2
∑
k,k′
∑
j,j′,i
ei(k−k
′).rie−ik.rje−ik
′.rj′Tr
[
1
ω −Hgr(k)Tjj′(ω)
1
ω −Hgr(k)
]
(3.27)
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Figure 3.5: Sketch of the Kekule´ index νr = 0, 1, 2 (red,greeen,blue) on
each sublattice of graphene. Hidden Kekule´ ordering of top-adatoms (yel-
low balls in panel a) corresponds to adsorption on sites with equal νr as a
result of adatom interaction mediated by carriers in graphene that undergo
intervalley scattering.
given that
∑
i e
i(k−k′).ri = Nkδ(k − k′), this expression can be simplified
further:
∑
i
Ggrii =
1
Nk
∑
k
Tr
 1
ω −Hgr(k)
∑
j,j′
eik.(rj−r
′
j)Tjj′(ω)
1
ω −Hgr(k)

(3.28)
the summation over indices j, j′ in the right hand side of (3.28) is carried
out over atomic orbitals of the adsorbate, instead of the sum over graphene
sites with the i index. Thus, in (3.28) we have transformed a sum over an
infinite number of graphene sites into a sum over a finite number of adatom
positions.
3.2.3 Top adatoms
We now apply the model described in the previous section to the case of
two identical adatoms in top-positions in unstrained graphene. Consider
a top adatom on sublattice σ =A,B of a graphene unit cell centered at
r = n1a1+n2a2 (ai are graphene’s lattice vectors with |ai| = a0 and |∆K| =
8pi/
√
3a0). One may classify such adatom by the sublattice σ and an integer
Kekule´ index νr, such that ∆K · r = 2piνr/3 + 2pin for some integer n, i.e.
νr =
∆K · r
2pi/3
(3.29)
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These three possibilities are color-coded as ”red”, ”green” and ”blue” here,
and are shown in Fig. 3.5 for one of the graphene sublattices. Hidden Kekule´
order consists of collections of top adatoms or atomic defects which minimise
their quasiparticle-mediated interaction energy by adopting the same values
of νr, and (possibly) the same value of σ, see yellow adatoms in Fig. 3.5. We
now describe the mechanism that gives rise to Kekule´ ordering, and in the
next section we analyse how it is affected by the presence of elastic strains.
In Fig. (3.6) we show plots of the interaction energy between the adatoms
along the x axis. The magnitude and even the sign of the interaction strongly
depends on the t′/t ratio, i.e. on how strongly the adatoms couple to
graphene. Two regimes can be easily distinguished, one for t′/t < 1.5 in
which the interaction is attractive for adatoms in the same sublattice (we
will call this ”weak coupling regime”), and another for t′/t ≥ 1.5 in which the
opposite-sublattice configuration is energetically favorable (”strong-coupling
regime”). The weak-coupling regime has been observed experimentally at
room temperature for a specific type of vacancy [139].
Fig. (3.7) shows the density of states of the adatom (panel a) and the
local density of states in the nearest-neighbor graphene site of the adatom
in the weak-coupling regime (0 = −0.15t and t′ = −0.7t) in panel b).The
LDOS at the nearest-neighbor graphene site acquires a peak near the Fermi
level due to the coupled adatom. The spatial map of the interaction energy
UAA(r12) between adsorbates in the same sublattice can be seen in Fig.
(3.8), each point is colored according to its Kekule´ index νr, the size of each
point is proportional to the magnitude of the attractive potential, therefore
the most visible color shows the most favored Kekule´ component. We can
see that the Kekule´ modulation is given by:
UAA(r) = vAA(r) cos
2
(
∆K
2
· r
)
(3.30)
Panel b) of Fig. (3.8) shows the repulsive interaction acting between adatoms
in opposite sublattices with a dependence:
UAB(r) = vAB(r) sin
2
(
∆K
2
· r + θ
)
(3.31)
where θ is the angle between ∆K and r. In other words, interaction po-
tentials (3.30) and (3.31) shows the same angular dependence as the Friedel
oscillations of a single impurity from (B.7), (B.8) . The radial dependence of
the interaction is encoded in the functions vAA(r) and vAB(r), their signs are
controlled by the adatom coupling t′. The most relevant property of these
functions is that for weak-couplings vAA is attractive and vAB is repulsive,
whereas the opposite situation is true for strong couplings (|t′| > 1.5t); the
radial dependence will be studied in more detail in section (3.6) where we
will see that in absence of dissipation they fall as 1/r3 at long distances.
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Figure 3.6: Interaction potential along the y direction for same-sublattice
(panel a) and opposite-sublattice (panel b) for a set of values of t′. The
transition from weak-coupling regime to strong-cupling regime occurs near
t′ ≈ 1.5t
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Figure 3.7: a) LDOS in the adatom in the weak-coupling limit U = 0
0 = −0.15t and γ = −0.7t for unstrained graphene. b) LDOS in the
nearest neighbor of the host carbon
3.3 Kekule´ ordering in strained graphene
3.3.1 Strained graphene
The positions of atoms in strained graphene are modified by r′ = (1 + )r
where  is the strain tensor:
 =
 ∂u∂x 12 (∂u∂y + ∂v∂x)
1
2
(
∂u
∂y +
∂v
∂x
)
∂v
∂y

This modifies the nearest neighbor vectors of the honeycomb lattice δ1,2,3.
Due to modification of the bond-lengths, the hopping integrals between near-
est neighbors in the presence of strain becomes:
t′i = tie
−β( δ
′
i
acc
−1) (3.32)
The modification of these distances also distorts the reciprocal lattice vectors
b1,2 =
2pi
a0
√
3
(±1, 1√
3
):
b1
′ =
2pi
a0
√
3
(
1− xx − xy√
3
,
1√
3
− xy − yy√
3
)
(3.33)
b2
′ =
2pi
a0
√
3
(
−1 + xx − xy√
3
,
1√
3
+ xy − yy√
3
)
(3.34)
This shifts the K and K ′ valleys by an opposite pseudogauge vector [?]:
A = ± 2β√
3a0
(xx − yy,−2xy) (3.35)
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Figure 3.8: a) Map of the energy for top adsorbates in AA configuration
for U = 0 0 = −0.15t and γ = −0.7t for unstrained graphene. The tight-
binding approach gives a repulsive interaction the adatoms at very short
distances, for larger distances the interaction becomes attractive with the
typical cos2 ∆K2 .r Kekule´ periodicity b) Interaction potential for adsorbates
in AB configuration in the unstrained case for the same parameter values.
The potential is repulsive for adatoms in different sublattices within this
regime
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Figure 3.9: Interaction potential between adsorbates in the same sublattice
in the presence of strain in graphene for a) xx = 1% b) yy = 1% and c)
xy = 1% . The Kekule´ character acquires a modulation with distance that
reflects the change of the intervalley separation K −K′ by a pseudogauge
field. Panels d) e) and f) show the effects of the same strains in the case of
adatoms in opposite-sublattices (repulsive interaction)
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In the case of homogeneous strain, this pseudogauge potential is of no con-
sequence to intra-valley physics, as it can be gauged away. It has however, a
strong impact in intervalley scattering, since the Kekule´ momentum transfer
changes to ∆K + 2A , therefore, it is expected that intervalley-dependent
quantities such as the interaction potential between adatoms, to exhibit sig-
natures of a uniform strain. The Kekule´ modulation for weak-coupling now
becomes:
UAA = vAA(r) cos
2 [(∆K + 2A)/2 · r] (3.36)
UAB = vAB(r) sin
2 [(∆K + 2A)/2 · r + θ] (3.37)
This expectation is indeed confirmed by our numerical simulations. Figure
3.9 shows the modified potential UAA (panels a-c) and UAB (panels d-f) for
the same parameters of Fig. 3.8 under an uniform 1% uniaxial strain along
x and y directions, and a 1% uniform shear strain. We concentrate on the
UAA(r) potential, as the UAB remains repulsive and is thus irrelevant for
the equilibrium adatom configurations. The equal-sublattice configuration
is still the most stable one in the presence of strain in this regime. One im-
mediately observes, however, a new spatial modulation in each of the Kekule´
components that is linear in ij . While a uniform Kekule´ adatom configu-
ration νr = 0 was favored in the case without strains, a 1% strain makes
the potential minimum change Kekule´ character with distance, precessing
between νr = 0, 1, 2 (red, green, blue) as the two adatoms are separated (see
vertical/horizontal stripes in Figs 3.9).
The spatial modulation is consistent with the form of A given in Eq.
3.35. Uniaxial strain xx and yy along the x and y directions both modulate
the Kekule´ character along the x direction, albeit in an opposite sequence
order. In contrast, a shear strain xy creates a modulation along the y direc-
tion, with a period that is half that of the uniaxial strain. The modulation
period is given by pi/|6A|, i.e. around 3-4 nm for 1% of uniaxial strain.
For a large ensemble of adatoms, the Kekule´ orientation of domains
should also exhibit a spatial modulation. A given adatom will align its
Kekule´ index to nearby adatoms, with which interaction is strongest. How-
ever, the long-range coherence of Kekule´ domains will be controlled by the
long-range component of the interaction, so striped Kekule´ domains are ex-
pected to arise even under weak uniform strains. This requires sufficiently
long range interactions such as those observed in the experiment of Gutierrez
et al (Kekule´ domain sizes in the tens of nanometers and above, substantially
greater than modulation periods at 1% strains). In such cases the spatial
modulation of Kekule´ alignement is expected to show a high sensitivity to
the magnitude and type (uniaxial/shear) of strains in the sample.
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Figure 3.10: (a) Density of states in the strongly-coupled adatom (b) LDOS
in the nearest neighbor of the host carbon atom. The coupling parameters
are 0 = −0.15t and t′ = −5.0t.
3.4 Strong-coupling regime
In Fig. (3.6) , we have shown that for t′/t ≥ ±1.5, the behavior of the inter-
action potential between adatoms in the same sublattice becomes repulsive,
and the favored configuration for strongly-coupled adatoms is now in oppo-
site sublattices. For 0 = −0.15t and t′ = −5.0t, the density of states of the
strongly-coupled adatoms is modified, showing the peak near ω = 0 and two
peaks beyond the bandwith of graphene, see Fig. (3.10). Without strain,
different Kekule´ alignments are favored (panel b) of Fig.(3.11) depending on
the angle θ between r and ∆K (here along the x direction). The UAB poten-
tial that dominates the arrangement of adatoms is therefore non-isotropic,
in contrast to the UAA potential that controls the weak coupling regime.
Most importantly, the magnitude of the adatom interaction is between one
and two orders of magnitude stronger than in the weak coupling regime.
In the presence of strain, the interaction potential becomes modulated
following the same pseudogauge mechanism described in the main text.
However, since adatom ordering in the strong coupling regime is controlled
by the non-isotropic potential UAB, the effect of strain has a much richer
structure in this case, see Figure 3.11b.
3.5 Adatom magnetization
Although we included the effect of electron-electron interactions in the de-
scription of the formalism of the two-impurity Anderson model, we have not
yet discussed the case with U 6= 0. In this section, we consider intra-adatom
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Figure 3.11: (a) Repulsive interaction potential UAA for adatoms in oppo-
site sublattices in the strong coupling regime, with no strain (b) Attractive
interaction potential UAB for adatoms in opposite sublattices in the strong
coupling regime, with no strain c) Repulsive interaction potential UAA for
adatoms in the strong coupling regime, xx = 1% (d) UAB in the strong
coupling regime with xx = 1%. The coupling parameters are 0 = −0.15t
and t′ = −5.0t.
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Figure 3.12: Panel (a) shows the interaction potential UAA for values of U
below Uc . (b) Density of states of the adatoms for U = 0.25t., there is
no spin-splitting. (c) Interaction potential UAA for U > Uc (ferromagnetic
regime) (d) Density of states of the adatoms for U = 0.4 t, showing the
spin-splitting of the adatom energy level. e) Difference in energy between
ferromagnetic alignment (EF ) and antiferromagnetic alignment (EAF ) be-
tween adatoms, it can be seen that the ground solution for AA adatoms is
always ferromagnetic
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Figure 3.13: a) Exchange energy for adatoms in AA configuration. As stated
before, the alignement is ferromagnetic. b) Exchange energy for adatoms in
the AB configuration; in this case antiferromagnetic alignement is favored.
The calculations were done with U = 0.8 t;0 = −0.15t; t′ = −0.7t.
Hubbard interactions in the weak coupling limit. The spin-exchange inter-
action between magnetic adatoms in top positions is ferromagnetic when
the adatoms are located in the same sublattice and antiferromagnetic when
located in opposite sublattices [148,149], see Fig. (3.13). We have confirmed
this result within our model, and have checked that the ferromagnetic char-
acter of the exchange remains unchanged under the application of strain in
graphene. In the unstrained case, in the ferromagnetic regime the Kekule´
cos2
(
∆K
2 · r
)
periodicity is left intact. Only the envelope vAA and vAB of
the oscillations is modified by the effect of U .
If the adatom is decoupled from graphene (t′ = 0), the presence of an
arbitrarily small U would open a spin-polarized splitting in the low-energy
spectrum of the adatom. For t′ 6= 0, our mean field approximation gives
a minimum Uc > 0 required to create a non-zero magnetic moment in the
adatoms. For t′ = −0.7t and  = −0.15t , Uc ≈ 0.4t. Our numerical
calculations show that the effect of the electron-electron repulsion is two-
fold. For U < Uc, the depth of the potential well increases with U , thus
enhancing the attractive strength of the Kekule´ ordering. In the regime of
ferromagnetic alignment (U > Uc), the effect on the envelope is somewhat
more complicated. For U very close to Uc the repulsive core around r = 0
is increased, although the interaction quickly becomes attractive for longer
distances. Upon further increase of U the repulsive core shrinks dramatically
and the system returns to a behavior similar to the non-magnetic case. This
behavior can be observed in Fig. 3.12.
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Figure 3.14: UAA(r) cut at x = 0 as the damping factor of electrons in
graphene is reduced from 0.03t to 0.005t. Note that as coherence increases,
the potential becomes stronger and decays as 1/r3 (red line) at large dis-
tances.
3.6 Asymptotic radial dependence
It may be shown analytically [142] that a pristine and fully coherent graphene
substrate leads to a same-sublattice adatom potential UAA = vAA(r) cos
2(∆K2 ·
r) that scales asymptotically as vAA(r) ∼ 1/r3 with interadatom distance
(at shorter distances, deviations are predicted depending on the adatom cou-
pling strength [140]. This asymptotic result, however, assumes that dissipa-
tion is completely absent in the graphene electron liquid. Inelastic scattering
events with phonons or through electron-electron interactions modify this
result. In the previous sections, our simulations incorporated phenomeno-
logically electronic dissipation by a finite imaginary part η = 0.03t added
to the energy ω+ iη in the bare Green’s functions g. The precise value of η
adequate for a real system is model-dependent. Its effect on vAA, however,
is quite universal, and leads to a suppression of the interaction strength and
a faster decay than 1/r3 at long distances. To make connection to the an-
alytical results for fully coherent systems we present in this section results
for UAA(r) as the damping factor η is reduced. Fig. 3.14 shows cuts at
x = 0 as η is reduced from 0.03t to 0.005t, in an UAA(r)× (r/a0)3 plot. We
see clearly that the interaction strength is enhanced as the system becomes
more coherent, and that the 1/r3 decay is recovered.
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3.7 Hollow adatoms and benzene-like adsorbates
The formalism we explained in section 3.2 can be applied to other types
of adsorbates, beyond the simple case of a top-adatom that couples to a
single graphene site. Firstly, we discuss the case of adatoms located in the
hollow position in the center of a graphene hexagon. Electrons in the hollow-
adatom orbital can hop to the six closest graphene atoms. The interaction
between hollow-adatoms provides an interesting counter-example to the case
of top-adatoms, our numerical calculations show that the interaction poten-
tial between adatoms in hollow position does not present Kekule´ oscillations;
in agreement with [148, 149] and actually contradicting the results of [141].
In the magnetic case
We also consider the case of benzene adsorbates that become adsorbed
in such a way that the atoms of the carbon atoms of the benzene lie in
”bridge” position between two carbon atom of the graphene lattice, the
geometry is shown in Fig. (3.16 a). The orbitals of the benzene adatoms
are connected by nearest-neighbor hoppings and each benzene orbital has
hoppings with its two nearest-neighbor graphene atoms. The spectrum of
the adsorbed benzene molecule Fig. (3.16 b) shows a low DOS near the
Fermi level, hence the benzene adsorbate does not become magnetic for
reasonable values of the electron-electron interaction, and we neglect it in
our discussion of benzene. Interestingly, the interaction between benzene
adsorbates shows the same cos2(∆K2 .r) Kekule´ periodicity as the interaction
between top-adatoms Fig. (3.16 c-d).
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Figure 3.15: a) Geometry of the adatoms in the hollow position. Adatoms
are shown in blue, red to the graphene unit cells below. b) Interaction
potential between hollow adatoms (t′ = −0.7t and 0 = −0.15t) in the
U = 0 non-magnetic case. The interaction potential does not show Kekule´
oscillations c) Map of the exchange energy. Blue regions are ferromagnetic,
red regions prefer antiferromagnetic alignement. U = 0.8t
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Figure 3.16: a) Geometry of benzene adsorbates. Blue atoms belong to
benzene, red to the graphene unit cells below. b) DOS of the adsorbed
benzene molecule (t′ = −0.7t and 0 = −0.15t), unlike the top and hollow
adatoms, the benzene adsorbate has a low DOS near the Fermi level c) Map
of the interaction potential between the benzene molecules. The color scale
here depicts points of attractive potential as blues, and points of repulsive
potential as red d) Cut of the interaction energy between the benzenes along
the y direction, showing the oscillatory Kekule´ behavior
Chapter 4
Electrically controllable
magnetism in twisted bilayer
graphene
4.1 Introduction
Magnetism in 2D electronic systems is known to present a very different
phenomenology from its three-dimensional counterpart due to the reduced
dimensionality and the increased importance of fluctuations. Striking ex-
amples are the impossibility of establishing long range magnetic order in a
2D system without magnetic anisotropy [167] or the emergence of unique
finite-temperature phase transitions that are controlled by the proliferation
of topological magnetic defects [168]. In the presence of magnetic frustra-
tion, in, e.g., Kagome [169, 170] or triangular lattices [171–173], 2D mag-
netism may also lead to the formation of remarkable quantum spin-liquid
phases [174, 175]. The properties of these states remain under active inves-
tigation, and have recently been shown to develop exotic properties, such as
fractionalized excitations [176], long-range quantum entanglement of their
ground state [177, 178], topologically protected transport channels [179], or
even high-TC superconductivity upon doping [219,221].
The importance of 2D magnetism extends also beyond fundamental
physics into applied fields. One notable example is data storage technolo-
gies. Recent advances in this field are putting great pressure on the magnetic
memory industry to develop solutions that may remain competitive in speed
and data densities against new emerging platforms. Magnetic 2D materials
are thus in demand as a possible way forward [181]. Of particular interest
for applications in general are 2D crystals and van der Waals heterostruc-
tures. These materials have already demonstrated a great potential for a
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wide variety of applications, most notably nanoelectronics and optoelec-
tronics [182–184]. Some of them have been shown to exhibit considerable
tunability through doping, gating, stacking, and strain. Unfortunately, very
few 2D crystals have been found to exhibit intrinsic magnetism [10,186], let
alone magnetic frustration and potential spin-liquid phases.
Under the influence of a Hubbard term accounting for electron-electron
repulsions, the half-filled honeycomb lattice undergoes a transition from
a non-magnetic semimetal to an antiferromagnetic insulator [153]. At a
Hartree-Fock mean-field level approximation, this transition is predicted to
occur for Uc ≈ 2.23t where t is the hopping between nearest neighbors of
the hexagonal lattice. In this, it differs from other bipartite lattices such
as the square lattice which can support an antiferromagnetic ground state
for any U > 0. A more powerful quantum Monte Carlo analysis of the
Hubbard model that takes into account fluctuations (neglected in the mean-
field approximation), shows that the antiferromagnetic transition occurs for
Uc ≈ 4.5t [153–155]. Previously unnoticed, a gapped spin-liquid phase,
in the region 3.5t < U < 4.3t, showing no long-range antiferromagnetic
order, was found to be intermediate between the semimetallic and the Mott
insulating phase [156]. The phase diagram showing the gapped spin-liquid
phase can be seen in Fig. (4.1).
For large twisting angles, twisted bilayer graphene (TBLG) has a low-
energy band structure that is similar to that of the monolayer, showing a
semi-metallic behavior. The Fermi velocity vF of TBLG, however, is dimin-
ished with respect to the Fermi velocity of the monolayer, decreasing as the
twisting angle is decreased. When a critical angle of around θc ≈ 1.47◦ is
reached [157–159]; vF becomes depleted, while for angles smaller than θc vF
enters an oscillatory regime, and the band structure is radically altered at
low-energies. The Dirac cones of each separate monolayer cross at the M
point of the moire´ Brillouin zone, generating two low-energy Van-Hove peaks
in the density of states around the Fermi energy. For small twisting angles
the crossing at the M point occurs at very low-energies, eventually merging
the Van-Hove peaks into a single peak at EF for twisting of θ = 1.47
◦, see
Fig. (4.2); in this critical angle regime the electron wave-function of this
peak becomes localized in the AA regions of the moire´ superlattice [160].
Furthermore, the application of an interlayer potential enhances the confine-
ment of electrons in the AA-stacking regions of the moire´ structure [195],
in effect creating a triangular lattice of confined electrons.The problem of
electron-electron interactions for the critical twist angle was hinted at in
Ref. [162], but so far has not been treated in the literature.
The Hubbard model in triangular lattices at half-filling and zero tem-
perature was studied in references [163,164] within a mean-field approxima-
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Figure 4.1: Phase diagram of the monolayer honeycomb lattice. SM (semi-
metallic phase) SL (gapped spin-liquid phase) AFMI (antIferromagnetic in-
sulator phase) (Adapted with permission from [156])
tion. The triangular lattice undergoes phase transitions from a paramagnetic
metal to a triangular antiferromagnetic insulator as the U/t ratio increases,
see Fig. (4.3). Due to geometric frustration, in the triangular antiferromag-
netic phase (also called spiral magnetic order) the spins of nearest-neighbor
atoms have a relative orientation of 120◦ to one another, as can be seen in
the inset of Fig. (4.3), thus yielding a zero net magnetization. Remarkably,
the spiral magnetic order is not destroyed by quantum fluctuations around
the ground state [165,166].
For some twisting angles. see section (4.2), twisted bilayer graphene
shows a commensurate triangular moire´ pattern in the local stacking, alter-
nating between three types of stacking (AA,AB and BA), see Fig. (4.4 c).
We predict that twisted graphene bilayers could realize a peculiar magnetism
on an effective triangular superlattice of AA regions, and with exchange in-
teractions that may be tuned by an external electric bias. We show that,
at a mean-field level, spontaneous magnetization of two different types may
develop for small enough twist angles θ ≤ 2◦ as a consequence of the moire´
pattern in the system. This effect is a consequence of the high local density
of states generated close to neutrality at moire´ regions with AA stacking,
triggering a Stoner instability when electrons interact. The local order is
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Figure 4.2: Densities of states of TBLG’s with different twisting angles in (a)
wide and (b) narrow ranges of the energy. The light gray lines in panel (b)
correspond to the DOS of uncoupled bilayer graphene (twice the monolayer’s
DOS). Peaks of type (i) generate from the crossing of the Dirac cones of
the separate monolayers, this band-crossing occurs for lower energies as the
twisting-angle decreases.(Adapted with permission from [196])
Figure 4.3: DOS of triangular lattice in the paramagnetic metallic phase
(a) and the 120◦ spiral insulator phase (b). The inset in panel (b) shows
schematically the orientations of the magnetic moments in the lattice in the
spiral phase.
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localized at AA regions but may be either antiferromagnetic (AF) or fer-
romagnetic (FM). The two magnetic orders can be switched electrically by
applying a voltage bias between layers. Interestingly, the relative ordering
between different AA regions in the FM ground state is predicted to be spi-
ral, despite the system possessing negligible spin-orbit coupling. This type
of magnetism combines a set of unique features: electric tunability, magnetic
frustration, the interplay of two switchable magnetic phases with zero net
magnetization, spatial localization of magnetic moments, and an adjustable
period of the magnetic superlattice. In section 4.2, we present our re-escaled
tight-binding model for TBLG, which allows us to reproduce the low-energy
electronic structure of the low-angle regime with much smaller unit cells, we
also discuss the effects of an interlayer potential bias in the non-interacting
case. In section 4.3 we show the results of our collinear mean-field calcu-
lations within the minimal cell, in section 4.4 we address the issue of how
the magnetic moments in neighboring AA-regions interact with one another
via a non-collinear mean-field approach, presenting a phase diagram of the
system as a function of electron-electron interaction and interlayer potential.
Finally, in section 4.5 we summarize and discuss our results.
4.2 Tight-binding model for twisted graphene bi-
layers. Re-escaling
The TBLG lattice consists of two super-imposed graphene lattices rotated
by an angle θ separated by a distance d = 3.35 A, see panel (a) Fig. (4.4).
We label the bottom (top) monolayer by 1 (2). The carbon atoms of the
monolayer 1 are located in positions given by the vectors:
rn,m
1A = na1 +ma2 (4.1)
rn,m
1B = na1 +ma2 + δ1 (4.2)
n and m are integers, δ1 is the vector separating the A and B sublattices
and a1 and a2 are the lattice vectors of graphene:
a1 = a
(√
3
2
xˆ− 1
2
yˆ
)
(4.3)
a2 = a
(√
3
2
xˆ+
1
2
yˆ
)
(4.4)
δ1 =
a1 + a2
3
(4.5)
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Figure 4.4: (a) Structure of the AB stacked graphene bilayer (b) The large
hexagons show the Brillouin zones of individual layers: the red dashed
hexagon corresponds to the bottom layer, the blue dot-dashed hexagon cor-
responds to the top layer for the twist angle θ = 21.787◦ (m0 = 1, r=1). The
first Brillouin zone of the bilayer is shown by the central (green) thick solid
hexagon. The next several Brillouin zones of the tBLG are depicted by the
six surrounding (black) thin solid hexagons. (c) Triangular moire´ pattern of
the TBLG showing the regions of AA, AB and BA stacking. Adapted with
permission from [192]
The positions of atoms in monolayer 2 are given by:
rn,m
2B = na1
′ +ma2′ (4.6)
rn,m
2A = rn,m
2B − δ2 (4.7)
where a1
′ and a2′ are given by:
a1
′ =
(
cos θ − sin θ√
3
)
a1 +
2 sin θ√
3
a2 (4.8)
a2
′ =
(
cos θ +
sin θ√
3
)
a2 − 2 sin θ√
3
a1 (4.9)
and δ2 =
(
a1′+a2′
3
)
. For random θ angles the structure is incommensurate,
and no unit cell can be constructed. The twisted bilayer graphene forms
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periodic moire´ patterns for θ angles that satisfy the condition:
cos θ =
3m20 + 3m0r + r
2/2
3m20 + 3m0r + r
2
(4.10)
with m0 and r are coprime positive integers. The number of atoms in the
moire´ unit cell is given by N(m0, r) = 4(3m0
2 + 3m0r + r
2). The lattice
vectors of the superlattice are:
R1 = m0a1 + (m0 + r)a2 (4.11)
R2 = −(m0 + r)a1 + (2m0 + r)a2 (4.12)
We consider a tight-binding Hamiltonian for the pz orbitals of the carbon
atoms in the lattice:
H =
∑
i,j
−ti,j(rij)cj†ci +
∑
i
Vic
†
ici (4.13)
where ci destroys an electron in the pz orbital of the i-th site and cj
† creates
an electron in the pz orbital of the j-th site, rij = ri − rj = (x, y, z) is
the vector separating the i-th and j-th site. The interlayer bias Vi is an
onsite energy term with opposite sign in monolayers 1 and 2. The hopping
parameter ti,j(rij) takes into account the fact that the distances between the
atoms of the different monolayers are all different. The hopping function is:
ti,j(rij) = γ0 exp
[
β
(
rij
acc
− 1
)](
x2 + y2
r2ij
)
(4.14)
+γ1 exp
[
−β
(
rij − d
acc
)]
z2
r2ij
where γ0 = −2.70 eV is the hopping between nearest-neighbors in the same
monolayer and γ1 = 0.48 eV is the hopping between atoms belonging to
different monolayer that are on top of each other. On the other hand,
β = 3.137 is a dimensionless exponential decay factor. Hoppings between
atoms for rij > 4acc are negligible.
The Brillouin zone of the monolayers of the moire´ superlattice are also
rotated by an angle θ and their respective K points are separated by a
distance ∆K(θ) = 4pi
3
√
3
2 sin θ/2 in momentum space, see panel (b) in Fig.
(4.4). The Dirac cones of the monolayers intersect in the M point of the
Brillouin zone of the twisted bilayer superlattice. This intersection is ob-
served as low-energy Van-Hove singularites in the total density of states of
the superlattice. In the low θ limit, ∆K becomes increasingly smaller and
the Dirac cones essentially intersect around zero energy, giving rise to a flat
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band around the Fermi level for θ ≈ 1.47◦, corresponding to r = 1, m0 = 22.
Our main goal is to study the magnetic order in the mean-field limit orig-
inating from the electron confinement in the AA-stacking. However, this
approach is extremely time-consuming since the unit cells for these angles
contain more than 5000 atoms. Our strategy is therefore to do a re-escaling,
in which low-energy electronic structure of the small-angle limit can be re-
produced with a unit cell containing a smaller number of atoms (and larger
twisting angle), while keeping invariant the two most important observables:
the Fermi velocity and moire´ period. It is easy to check that all this can be
accomplished by setting:
γ′0 →
1
λ
γ0 (4.15)
a′cc → λacc (4.16)
and:
d′ → λd (4.17)
where the dimensionless re-escaling parameter λ is given by:
λ =
sin θ
′
2
sin θ2
(4.18)
In our notation all the primed quantities label the parameters of the re-
escaled system. It is important to remark that our approach keeps invariant
both the decoupled monolayer Fermi velocity as well as the renormalized
Fermi velocity of the bilayer. We now study the density of states of the of
a (m0 = 22,r = 1) moire´ reescaled into a (m0 = 8,r = 1), see Fig. (4.5),
panels (b) and (e). We obtain the spatial distribution of the peak at the
Fermi level by plotting the local density of states in each site at E = EF ,
shown in panels a) and d) of Fig. (4.5) for Vb = 0 and Vb = 300meV,
respectively. We obtain the LDOS from the usual Green function expression
ρ(ri) = − 1pi Im [Gii(E = EF )] where G(E, r) =
∑
k[(E + iη) − H(k)]−1.
One can see that the re-escaling preserves the density of states (and the
geometric distribution of the confined state in the lattice) of the low-angle
case with a much smaller number of atoms, thereby speeding up our mean-
field calculations. In the following section, our mean-field calculations will
be carried out in the re-escaled unit cell.
Twisted graphene bilayers are characterized by a relative rotation angle
θ between the two layers [157]. The rotation produces a modulation of the
relative stacking at each point, following a moire´ pattern of period LM ≈
a0 = θ at small θ, where a0 = 0.24 nm is graphenes lattice constant [159].
The stacking smoothly interpolates between three basic types, AA (perfect
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local alignment of the two lattices), and AB or BA (Bernal stackings related
by point inversion) [187]. The stacking modulation leads to a spatially
varying coupling between layers. This results in a remarkable electronic
reconstruction [188,189], particularly at small angles θ ≤ 12◦ , for which the
interlayer coupling γ1 ≈ 0.3 eV exceeds the moire´ energy scale M = ~vF∆K
[here, ∆K = 4pi/(3LM ) is the rotation-induced wave vector shift between
the Dirac points in the two layers, and vF ≈ 106 m/s is the monolayer
Fermi velocity]. It was shown [159, 161, 162, 190–192] that in such a regime
the Fermi velocity of the bilayer becomes strongly suppressed, and the local
density of states close to neutrality becomes dominated by quasi- localized
states in the AA regions [160]. The confinement of these states is further
enhanced by an interlayer bias Vb, which effectively depletes the AB and
BA regions due to the opening of a local gap [193, 194]. At sufficiently
small angles this was also shown to result in the formation of a network of
helical valley currents flowing along the boundaries of depleted AB and BA
regions [195].
The quasilocalized AA states form a weakly coupled triangular super-
lattice of period LM . Each AA dot has space for eight degenerate electrons,
due to the sublattice, layer, and spin degrees of freedom. A plot of their
spatial distribution under zero and large bias Vb = 300 meV is shown in
Figs. (4.5 (a)) and 4.5(d), respectively. These AA states form an almost
flat band at zero energy [158], see Figs. 4.5(c) and 4.5(e), which gives rise
to a zero-energy peak in the DOS. The small but finite width of this zero-
energy AA resonance represents the residual coupling between adjacent AA
dots due to their finite overlap. The electronic structure presented here was
computed using the tight-binding approach described, which includes a scal-
ing approximation that allows the accurate and efficient computation of the
low-energy band structure in low-angle twisted bilayers.
The interlayer potential bias has a twofold effect in the distribution of
the flat-band state. In absence of bias the flat-band wave-function is equally
distributed in both monolayers, but once a bias potential is applied the
wave-function has different amplitudes in the two monolayers. We quantify
this layer polarization by the adimensional quantity:
Player =
ρ2 − ρ1
ρ2 + ρ1
(4.19)
where ρ1,2
ρ1,2 =
∑
layer1,2
|Ψ(Ef , ri)|2 (4.20)
The layer polarization increases almost linearly with interlayer bias as
shown in panel (a) of Fig. (4.6). On the other hand, the interlayer potential
also increases the confinement of the flat-band wave-function in the AA
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region, thereby, depleting the AB-regions of electrons. This can be seen
by plotting the ratio of the electron density in an atom of the AB region
to an atom of the AA-region |Ψ(Ef , AB)|2/|Ψ(Ef , AB)|2 as a function of
interlayer bias, see panel (b) of Fig. (4.6)
4.3 Mean-field Hubbard analysis
It is known that in the presence of sufficiently strong electronic interactions,
a honeycomb tight-binding lattice may develop a variety of ground states
with spontaneously broken symmetry [153, 199–202]. The simplest one is
the lattice antiferromagnetic phase in the honeycomb Hubbard model. The
Hubbard model is a simple description relevant to monolayer graphene with
strongly screened interactions (the screening may arise intrinsically at high
doping or e.g. due to a metallic environment). Above a critical value of
the Hubbard coupling, U > U
(0)
c ≈ 5.7eV (value within mean field), the
system favours a ground state in which the two sublattices are spin-polarized
antiferromagnetically. This is known as lattice-AF order.
In the absence of adsorbates [91], edges [203], vacancies [204] or mag-
netic flux [205] isolated graphene monolayers, with their vanishing den-
sity of states at low energies, are known experimentally not to suffer any
interaction-induced magnetic instability. In contrast, Bernal (θ = 0) bi-
layer graphene and ABC trilayer graphene have been suggested [206–209]
to develop magnetic order, due to their finite low-energy density of states,
although some controversy remains [210–215].
Twisted graphene bilayers at small angles exhibit an even stronger en-
hancement of the low-energy density of states associated to AA-confinement
and the formation of quasi-flat bands. It is thus natural to expect some form
of interaction-induced instability in this system with realistic interactions,
despite the lack of magnetism in the monolayer [216]. By analysing the Hub-
bard model in twisted bilayers we now explore this possibility, and describe
the different magnetic orders that emerge in the U, Vb parameter space.
We consider the Hubbard model in a low angle θ ≈ 1.5◦ twisted bilayer
for a moderate [217] value of U = 3.7eV, quite below the monolayer lattice-
AF critical interaction U
(0)
c . The tight-binding Hamiltonian now includes
de interaction terms:
H =
∑
i,j
−ti,j(rij)cj†ci +
∑
i
Vic
†
ici + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓ (4.21)
We use a self-consistent mean-field approximation to compute the system’s
ground state. Within the collinear mean-field approximation, the interacting
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Figure 4.5: (m0 = 22,r = 1) moire´ reescaled into a (m0 = 8,r = 1) with a
unit cell of 868 atoms. Panels (a,b,c) show respectively, the lattice distri-
bution of the peak at the Fermi level, the DOS, and the low-energy band
structure for Vb = 0 meV. Panels (d,e,f) show the same for Vb = 300 meV.
The bright-colored region in panels (a) and (d) corresponds to the regions
of AA-stacking
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Figure 4.6: a) Layer polarization vs Vb b) Ratio of local density of states
at an atom located in the AB-stacking region to an atom in the center of
the AA-region vs Vb. The AB region becomes electronically depleted with
increasing interlayer bias
part of the Hamiltonian reads:
Hcollinear = U
∑
i,s
ni,s〈nis′〉 − 〈ni↑〉〈ni↓〉 (4.22)
Self-consistency involves the iterative computation of charge and spin den-
sity on the moire´ supercell, integrated over Bloch momenta. Since U is
repulsive we neglect superconducting symmetry breaking, and concentrate
on arbitrary normal solutions instead [218]. In Fig. (4.7) we show the re-
sulting real-space distribution of the ground-state spin polarization M(r) of
the converged solution.
We obtain two distinct solutions for the magnetization, depending on
the interlayer bias Vb. At small interlayer bias and for the chosen U = 3.7
eV we see that the ferromagnetic polarization integrates to zero. Thus, the
unbiased bilayer remains non-ferromagnetic in the small Vb case. However,
the lattice-AF component of the polarization, panel (a), Fig. (4.7), is large
and integrates to a non-zero value of around 0.5 electron spins per unit cell.
This is the analogue of the monolayer lattice-AF phase, with two important
differences. On the one hand, we find that the lattice-AF density is strongly
concentrated at the AA regions instead of being spatially uniform like in
the monolayer. On the other hand the lattice-AF ground state is found
to arise already for U ≈ 2eV, i.e. for much weaker interactions than in
the monolayer. The reason for the reduction of Uc can be traced to the
suppression of the Fermi velocity vF at small twist angles [161, 162], which
controls the critical U for the lattice-AF instability. The dependence of Uc
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and vF as a function of angle θ is shown in Fig (4.9) (a). This result already
points to strong magnetic instabilities of twisted graphene bilayers as the
angle falls below the 1− 2◦ threshold.
Under a large electric bias between layers, the ground state magnetiza-
tion for the same U is dramatically different, see panels (c) of Fig (4.7).
In this case, the lattice-AF polarization, is strongly suppressed and inte-
grates to zero spatially, while the lattice-ferro component, becomes large
around the AA regions, and integrates to a finite value of approximately 4
electron spins per moire´ supercell. The AA regions are thus found to be-
come ferromagnetic under sufficient interlayer bias. This type of magnetic
order is the result of the increased confinement of AA states at high Vb,
and can be interpreted as an instance of flat-band ferromagnetism driven
by the Stoner mechanism. Importantly, the lattice-AF phase behaves like a
Mott-insulator, see Fig. (4.7 b), whereas the lattice-ferromagnetic does not
show a gap Fig. (4.7 d).
4.4 Non-collinear approach: Interaction between
neighboring AA regions.
We want to explore the possibility of non-collinear alignments between the
magnetic moments of adjacent AA-regions. The calculation of the total
electronic energy as a function of the polarization angle αM between mag-
netic moments of adjacent AA regions, requires diagonalization of a super-
cell containing three minimal unit cells, the lattice vectors of the triangular
superlattice are:
T1 = R1 + R2 = −ra1 + (3m0 + 2r)a2 (4.23)
T2 = 2R2 −R1 = −(3mo + 2r)a1 + (3m0 + r)a2 (4.24)
Since the diagonalization of the triangular superlattice is extremely time-
consuming, our approach is to calculate self-consistently the magnetic mo-
ments contained within the minimal unit cell as explained above, and a
non-collinear mean-field Hamiltonian is constructed for the triple supercell,
by rotation of the spins in the neighboring minimal cells by an angle αM .
In the absence of magnetic anisotropy (such as the one caused by spin-orbit
interactions), the Hubbard Hamiltonian must preserve spin-rotation sym-
metry (that is, the energy of an electron should be independent of the direc-
tion of magnetization). It’s easy to check, in the one-electron case, that the
collinear approximation (4.22) yields different energies for in-plane and off-
plane spin-orientations, thus it breaks spin-rotation symmetry, and cannot
be used for the exploration of non-collinear phases where both in-plane and
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Figure 4.7: (m0 = 22,r = 1) moire´ reescaled into a (m0 = 8,r = 1) with
a unit cell of 868 atoms (a) Lattice distribution of the magnetic moments
within the moire´ minimal unit-cell in the sublattice-AF phase (a) and the
corresponding band structure. Lattice distribution of the magnetic moments
inside the minimal unit cell in the sublattice-ferromagnetic phase (c) and cor-
responding band structure (d). Notice that the sublattice-antiferromagnetic
phase is gapped.
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Figure 4.8: (a) Triple unit cell, containing three AA-regions used for cal-
culations with non-collinear Hamiltonian (b) Total electronic energy in the
triangular supercell as a function of the polarization angle αM between the
orientations of the spins in neighboring AA-regions. The sublattice-AF is
collinear (i.e. the energy is minimized when αM = 0
◦). c) The ferromagnetic
moments in neighboring AA-regions orient each other in a spiral configura-
tion, typical of frustrated antiferromagnets in triangular lattices (i.e. energy
is minimized for αM = 120
◦)
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off-plane spin-components are expected. The full mean-field Hamiltonian
that preserves spin-rotation symmetry [223]:
Hnon−col = U
∑
i,σ
〈niσ〉niσ′ − 〈c†iσciσ′〉c†iσ′ciσ − EDC (4.25)
where EDC = −U
[
〈ni↑〉〈ni↓〉 − 〈c†i↓ci↑〉〈c†i↑ci↓〉
]
is a constant term, it can
be simply checked that the Hamiltonian (4.25) unlike (4.22) preserves spin-
rotation symmetry, and thus we can use it for exploring the presence of spiral
and non-collinear alignements. The new mean-values for the i-th site of this
non-collinear Hamiltonian are calculated from the local magnetic moments
from 〈ni↑〉 = 12(M i0 + M iz), 〈ni↓〉 = 12(M i0 −M iz),〈c†i↓ci↑〉 = 12(M ix − iM iy),
〈c†i↑ci↓〉 = 12(M ix+ iM iy).The minimal unit cell is chosen to be hexagonal and
centered in the AA regions with vertices in the AB regions, since this geom-
etry ensures that the rotations of the magnetic moments between adjacent
minimall cells is carried out in an electronically depleted region, where the
magnitude of the spins is negligible by comparison to the AA region. The
non-collinear HMF is constructed for each value of αM and the total elec-
tronic energy is calculated by direct diagonalization of the new Hamiltonian.
The lattice-AF and lattice-F states are different when comparing the
relative orientations of neighboring AA regions. By computing the total
energy per supercell in each case as a function of the polarization angle αM
between adjacent regions (panels [b,d] of Fig. 4.8), we find that the energy
is minimized for αM = 0
◦ in the lattice-AF case (parallel alignment), but
for αM = 120
◦ in the lattice-F case (spiralling polarization). The depth of
the energy minimum, ranging from ∼ 2 − 100 Kelvin in our simulations,
represents the effective exchange coupling of neighboring AA regions, which
is ferromagnetic for lattice-AF states and antiferromagnetic for lattice-F
states. In the latter, which from now on we denote spiral-F phase, the
spiral order arises as a result of the triangular symmetry of AA regions
that frustrates a globally antiferromagnetic AA-alignment. The same spiral
order has been described in studies of the Hubbard model in the triangular
lattice. It is a rather remarkable magnetic state, as the polarization at
different points becomes non-collinear [165, 166, 172] despite the complete
absence of spin-orbit coupling in the system. It moreover has zero mean
spin polarization and therefore produces no stray magnetic fields. It is also
electrically tuneable by Vb, and addressable without atomic-sized probes
(the size of AA regions is in the tens of nanometers).
Our mean-field analysis neglects thermal and quantum spin fluctuations
around the mean-field solution. Thermal spin excitations in the magnetically
isotropic case under study (from gapless Goldstone modes) are expected to
destroy long-range spiral order, which then survives only locally, in keeping
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with the Mermin-Wagner theorem [167]. Breaking the magnetic isotropy (by
allowing for a hard magnetic axis due to, e.g., spin-orbit coupling or coupling
to a suitable magnetic substrate) gaps the Goldstone modes and stabilizes
the mean-field solution. Otherwise, even at zero temperature, quantum spin
fluctuations are known to produce spin-liquid-like ground states [171–173].
An efficient way to explore such nontrivial effects in this moire´ system is to
cast our mean-field results into an effective spin Hamiltonian on the trian-
gular AA moire´ pattern, which could be tackled using more sophisticated
approaches (e.g., matrix-product states).
4.5 Summary and discussion
For a long time unmodified graphene was thought to be relatively uninter-
esting from the point of view of magnetism. Twisted graphene bilayers,
however, could prove to be a surprisingly rich playground for non-trivial
magnetic phases. We have shown that two different types of magnetic order
arise spontaneously in twisted graphene bilayers at small angles. We iden-
tified two types of magnetic order, lattice-antiferromagnetism and spiral-
ferromagnetism, both concentrated at AA-stacked regions. The spiral-F
phase is favoured over the lattice-AF when applying a sufficient electric bias
between layers. This phase constitutes a form of electrically-controllable,
non-collinear and spatially non-uniform magnetism in a material with a
negligible spin-orbit coupling.
This possibility is of fundamental interest, as it realizes electrically tun-
able 2D magnetism on a triangular superlattice, a suitable platform to ex-
plore spin-liquid phases. Indeed, it is known that next-nearest neighbour
interactions in magnetic triangular lattice should transform spiral order into
a spin-liquid phase [171–173], as long as the system remains magnetically
isotropic. Moreover, in the spin-liquid state, electronic doping can give rise
to high TC superconductivity [219, 220]. The possibility of modifying the
electronic filling of our emergent frustrated triangular lattice by means of
an electric gate offers a unique platform to realize this possibility, avoiding
the detrimental effects of chemical doping in conventional compounds [221].
While the above is highly speculative at this point and would require a care-
ful nonperturbative analysis of our effective spin Hamiltonian, it highlights
the interesting fundamental possibilities afforded by the rich magnetic phase
diagram of twisted graphene bilayers.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Evolution of the critical Uc for antiferromagnetic transition of
twisted bilayer graphene as a function of twisting angle (b) Phase diagram
of twisted bilayer graphene in a (U , Vb) plane for θ = 1.47
◦ (c) Vertical
cuts of the phase-diagram showing the sublattice antiferromagnetic moment
as a function of interaction strength U for several values of interlayer bias.
(d) Magnitude of ferromagnetic moment accumulated in a unit cell in the
spiral-magnetic phase as a function of interaction strength U
Concluding remarks
In chapter 1 we considered a simple analytical model of an electron tunneling
through a confining helix potential under the influence of a Rashba-type SO-
interaction (in the experiments with DNA, the SO interaction comes from
the atomic cores of the carbons in the molecule). The resulting channels of
the model helix are Kramers doublets involving opposite propagating and
opposite spin projections at the same energy. An applied bias or otherwise
preferred transport direction will then select a spin and effectively break
time reversal symmetry (choosing one in a doublet pair) and transferring
a particular spin. A calculation of the expectation value of the currents
for eigenstates of different spins shows that electrons with different spins
propagate at different velocities, thus yielding spin-selectivity.
In chapter 2, we considered a theoretical model for honeycomb crys-
tals with top-adatoms arrayed in triangular superlattices, that takes into
account the adatom-induced magnetization and spin-orbit couplings. This
model differs from the Qian Niu proposal for QAH-effect in graphene, in a
series of important aspects: not only is the distribution of magnetic moments
non-uniform in this case, but in the absence of SO-couplings the system is
gapped at the Fermi-level, thus the QAH-effect requires topological phase-
transitions in which the trivial gap is closed and a non-trivial gap is opened.
We found that the local adatom-induced SOC terms are incapable of induc-
ing a phase transition to QAH-phase. We included in our model honeycomb
crystals in which the uniform intrinsic and Rashba SO couplings cannot
be neglected. Starting from a situation in which the intrinsic SOC is strong
enough to mix the exchange-splitted impurity bands, a situation that can be
realized for low-adatom concentrations, we have found that the Rashba pa-
rameter is capable of opening a gap with non-trivial topological properties,
effectively turning the system into a QAH insulator with C = 1. However
the SO-induced magnetic anisotropy hinders the realization of the QAH-
phase because it tends to favor an in-plane spin orientation; whereas the
QAH-phase in graphene requires an off-plane spin-component.
In chapter 3, we investigated the interactions between pairs of top-
adatoms in graphene, based on a tight-binding description and a two-impurity
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Anderson model. First, we studied the case without any elastic strains. We
found two regimes, one in which adatoms prefer to sit in AA configurations
(for weak adatom-graphene coupling) and another in which their locations
in opposite sublattices is favored (strong adatom-graphene coupling). We
found that in the weak-coupling regime, the interaction between adatoms
shows a cos2
(
∆K
2 .r
)
oscillation, preferring to sit in sites with the same
Kekule´ index νr, thus our result is consistent with experimental finds for
ghost-adatoms [139]. We also studied the interaction in the case in which
the adatoms are magnetized and found our results to be consistent with
studies of the RKKY interaction of top-adatoms in graphene [149] .More
importantly, we predict that uniform strains in graphene, that couple to the
electronic momentum as a pseudogauge field, generate a spatial modulation
of the Kekule´ adatom ordering; we argue that these modulations can be used
to deduce the magnitude and direction of the strains in graphene. Further-
more, our work can be the basis for a more statistical approach involving
clusters of N interacting adatoms in strained graphene.
In chapter 4, we studied the flat-band magnetism that arises due to the
supression of the Fermi velocity in small-angle twisted bilayer graphene.
In absence of an interlayer potential bias, the system develops a sublattice-
antiferromagnetic insulating state that differs from the one of the monolayer
honeycomb in two important aspects: it is strongly localized in the region
of AA-stacking in the moire´ superlattice (unlike the uniformly distributed
antiferromagnetism in the monolayer), and the semimetal-Mott insulator
transition occurs for much smaller values of the electron-electron repulsion.
We showed that the application of an interlayer bias enhances the confine-
ment of electrons in AA-stacked regions, effectively creating a triangular
lattice of AA-regions; in this regime, the magnetic moments inside each AA
region couple ferromagnetically, but due to the geometric frustation of the
triangular lattice, the coupling between neighboring AA regions becomes
a 120◦ Neel state. The Mott-insulating sublattice-antiferromagnetic phase
has been observed for small-angle in a recent experiment [222], although the
authors only conjecture on type of magnetic ordering in the AA-regions.
Conclusiones
En el cap´ıtulo 1 hemos considerado un simple modelo anal´ıtico de un electro´n
que se propaga a lo largo de un potencial confinante en forma de he´lice, bajo
la influencia de un te´rmino de interaccio´n esp´ın-o´rbita de tipo Rashba (en los
experimentos con ADN, la interaccio´n EO deriva de los nu´cleos de los a´tomos
de carbono de la mole´cula). Los canales resultantes de la he´lice del modelo
son dobletes de Kramers que incluyen proyecciones de esp´ın opuestas que
se propagan en direcciones opuestas a la misma energ´ıa. Una diferencia de
potencial aplicada o alguna direccio´n de transporte preferida selecciona de
esta manera una componente de esp´ın y efectivamente rompe la simetr´ıa de
reversio´n temporal y transfiriendo una componente de esp´ın particular. Un
ca´lculo de los valores esperados de las corrientes para autoestados de espines
diferentes muestra que los electrones con diferentes espines se propagana a
diferentes velocidades, de esta manera generando selectividad de esp´ın
En el cap´ıtulo 2, consideramos un modelo teo´rico de cristales hexagonales
con ada´tomos top en superreddes triangulares, este modelo toma en cuenta
la magnetizacio´n y el acople esp´ın-o´rbita (EO) inducidos por el ada´tomo.
Este modelo difiere de la propuesta de Qian Niu para una fase de Efecto
Hall Cua´ntico Ano´malo (QAH sus siglas en ingle´s) en una serie de aspectos
importantes: no solamente la distribucio´n de momentos magne´ticos en este
caso es no-uniforme, sino que adema´s en ausencia de acoples esp´ın-o´rbita
el sistema tiene una brecha aislante al nivel de Fermi, por lo tanto, la fase
QAH requiere transiciones de fase topolo´gicas en las cuales el gap trivial se
cierra y se abre un gap no-trivial. Encontramos que el EO local inducido
por el ada´tomo no puede inducir la transicio´n a la fase QAH. Incluimos
en nuestro modelo cristales hexagonales en los cuales el EO intr´ınseco y
Rashba no pueden ser ignorados. Empezando en una situacio´n en la cual
el EO intr´ınseco es lo suficientemente fuerte para mezclar las bandas de
impureza splitteadas por esp´ın, lo cual puede lograrse para sistemas con baja
concentracio´n de ada´tomos, encontramos que el acople Rashba puede abrir
un gap con propiedades topolo´gicas no-triviales, convirtiendo al sistema en
un aislante QAH con C = 1. Sin embargo, la anisotrop´ıa magne´tica inducida
por el acople EO obstaculiza la realizacio´n de la fase QAH, debido a que
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tiende a favorecer una orientacio´n de esp´ın en el plano, mientras que el
modelo de Qian Niu para la fase QAH en grafeno requiere una component
de esp´ın fuera del plano.
En el cap´ıtulo 3, investigamos las interacciones indirectas entre ada´tomos
en la posicio´n ”top”, basa´ndonos en una descripcio´n tight-binsing y en
un modelo de Anderson para dos impurezas. Primero estudiamos el caso
sin tensiones ela´sticas. Encontramos dos reg´ımenes, uno en el cual los
ada´tomos prefieren colocarse en configuraciones AA (para acoples grafeno-
ada´tomo de´biles). En este re´gimen, la interaccio´n entre ada´tomos mues-
tra una oscilacio´n de tipo cos2
(
∆K
2 .r
)
, prefiriendo arreglarse en sitios con
el mismo ı´ndice de Kekule´ νr; de esta manera, nuestro resultado es con-
sistente con los resultados experimentales para ada´tomos ”fantasma” en
Ref. [139]. Tambie´n, hemos estudiado la interaccio´n en el caso en que los
ada´tomos esta´n magnetizados, y hemos visto que nuestros resultados son
consistentes con los estudios de la interaccio´n RKKY entre ada´tomos top en
grafeno [149]. De ma´s importancia, predecimos que las tensiones ela´sticas
uniformes en grafeno, que se acoplan al momentum electro´nico como un
campo de pseudo-calibre, genera una modulacio´n espacial del ordenamiento
de Kekule´ de los ada´tomos; argumentamos que estas modulaciones pueden
ser usadas para deducir la magnitud y direccio´n de las tensiones ela´sticas en
grafeno. Adema´s, nuestro trabajo puede ser la base para una investigacio´n
de tipo estad´ıstico de clusters de N ada´tomos interactuantes en grafeno con
tensiones ela´sticas.
En el cap´ıtulo 4, estudiamos el magnetismo de bandas planas que surge
debido a la supresio´n de la velocidad de Fermi en las bicapas de grafeno
rotado en el l´ımite de a´ngulos pequenos. En la ausencia de una diferen-
cia de potencial entre las monocapas, el sistema desarrolla un estado de
aislante antiferromagne´tico que difiere en dos aspectos importantes del es-
tado ana´logo en la monocapa hexagonal: esta´ fuertemente localizado en las
zonas AA en la superred de moire´ (a diferencia del antiferromagnetismo uni-
formemente distribuido en la monocapa), y la transicio´n semimetal-aislante
de Mott ocurre para valores mucho ma´s pequenos de la repulsio´n electro´n-
electro´n. Hemos demostrado que la aplicacio´n de una diferencia de potencial
entre las monocapas refuerza el confinamiento de electrones en las zonas AA,
efectivamente creando una red triangular de zonas AA; en este re´gimen, los
momentos magne´ticos dentro de cada zona AA se acoplan de manera ferro-
magne´tica, pero debido a la frustracio´n geome´trica de la red triangular, el
acople entre regiones AA colindantes es un estado de Neel de 120◦. La fase
de aislante de Mott antiferromagne´tica a medio llenado ha sido observada
en un reciente experimento [222]; aunque los autores so´lo ofrecen conjeturas
respecto al tipo de orden magne´tico de zonas AA.
Appendix A
Hall conductivity and Berry
curvature
In this appendix, we will derive an expression for the Hall conductivity σxy
in terms of the Berry curvatures of the valence bands of a material. The
Hall conductivity is calculated from the Kubo-formula:
σxy =
ie2
~
∑
α
∫
BZ
d2k
2pi
[〈∂yΨαk |∂xΨαk 〉 − 〈∂xΨαk |∂yΨαk 〉] (A.1)
where Ψα are eigenstates of the Hamiltonian, ∂x,y are derivatives with re-
spect to kx and ky components of the reciprocal lattice vector, summation
index α runs over all the valence bands of the material, and the integration
is performed within the Brillouin zone and i [〈∂yΨαk |∂xΨαk 〉 − 〈∂xΨαk |∂yΨαk 〉]
is the Berry curvature of the Ψα band. (A.1) can be derived from the cur-
rent response for particles in a lattice in the presence of a perturbing electric
field, treating the field as a time-dependent perturbation [224].
Our approach will be somewhat different: in order to calculate σxy, we
will use a method that is formally equivalent to the result obtained from
linear response theory, but that is more computationally efficient [113]. We
begin by defining the phase difference between the eigenfunctions at two
different points in the Brillouin zone:
e−i∆ϕ12 =
〈Ψ(k1)|Ψ(k2)〉
|〈Ψ(k1)|Ψ(k2)〉| (A.2)
∆ϕ12 = −= log [〈Ψ(k1)|Ψ(k2)〉] (A.3)
This expression of course, depends on the arbitrary gauge choice for the
wave-functions. However, if we now consider the total phase acquired along
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a closed path in k space:
γ = ∆ϕ12 + ∆ϕ23 + ∆ϕ34 + ∆ϕ41
= −= log [〈Ψ(k1)|Ψ(k2)〉〈Ψ(k2)|Ψ(k3)〉〈Ψ(k3)|Ψ(k4)〉〈Ψ(k4)|Ψ(k1)〉]
(A.4)
one can see that γ is a gauge-invariant quantity, given that all the gauge-
dependent phases cancel each other along the closed path. Now, the Berry
phase acquired along a continuum closed path would be:
γ =
∑
s
∆ϕs,s+1 →
∮
C
dϕ (A.5)
The linear differential dϕ is the phase difference between two contiguous
points k and k + dk:
e−i∆ϕ =
〈Ψ(k)|Ψ(k + dk)〉
|〈Ψ(k)|Ψ(k + dk)〉| (A.6)
if we assume that the phase varies in a differentiable way along the path,
one obtains, to leading order in ∆k:
∆ϕ ≈ i〈Ψ(k)|∂kΨ(k)〉∆k (A.7)
dϕ ≈ i〈Ψ(k)|∂kΨ(k)〉dk (A.8)
so the Berry phase can be written as:
γ =
∮
C
i〈Ψ(k)|∂kΨ(k)〉dk =
∮
C
A.dk (A.9)
where A = i〈Ψ(k)|∂kΨ(k)〉 is called the Berry connection. The line integral
over the closed path can be written in terms of a surface integral over the
enclosed area, using Stoke’s theorem:
γ =
∮
C
A.dk =
∫
S
(∇k ×A).d2k (A.10)
where Ω = ∇k × A = −i [〈∂yΨ|∂xΨ〉 − 〈∂xΨ|∂yΨ〉] is the Berry curvature
that appears in the integrand of eq. (A.1). Thus, the Berry phase can be
understood as the ”flux” of the Berry curvature through the area enclosed by
path C. This is the basis of our numerical calculation of the Berry curvature,
for a specific point in the Brillouin zone one can define a very short closed
path around it, within the small enclosed surface (S) the Berry curvature is
nearly constant, hence the Berry curvature can be calculated as:
Ω =
γ
S
(A.11)
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with the Berry phase γ obtained from the product of the overlaps of the
wave-functions at each step in the path:
γ = −= log
M∏
s=1
〈Ψ(ks)|Ψ(ks+1)〉 (A.12)
where the product index s runs over all the steps of the path. Finally, by
summing the Berry curvature of each valence band over the Brillouin zone,
one obtains the total Chern number, and thus the Hall conductivity.

Appendix B
Intervalley scattering and
Friedel oscillations in
graphene
In this appendix, we will discuss how a single impurity in a top position in
graphene generates scattering terms that mix the K and K′ valleys, and how
this intervalley scattering produces oscillations in the density of states and
particle density of graphene. These oscillations in DOS and particle den-
sity due to an impurity are the fundamental mechanism behind the Kekule´
adatom ordering discussed in Chapter 3. We begin by considering an in-
coming wave in the K valley of graphene:
ΨKinc(r) =
1√
2
eik.r

1
sEe
iθ
0
0

where θ is the angle between the propagating direction r and the x axis and
free-particle eigenstate is written in the basis |KA〉,|KB〉, |K′B〉, |K′A〉 .The
incoming wave is scattered by a sharp defect located in a single graphene
atom at the origin of the coordinate system. In matrix form, the scattering
potential is written:
V (r) = u0δ(r)

1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1

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The Lippman-Schwinger equation gives the outgoing wave as Ψout = G
gr
0 (r →
∞, E)T (E)ΨKinc(r = 0) where
Ggr0 (r →∞, E) =
√
isEk
8pir
eikreiτzΓK.r(1 + τzσθ) (B.1)
is the asymptotic expansion of the Green’s function of pristine graphene,
σθ = cos θσx + sin θσy (in A,B sublattice pseudospin space) and τz acts in
the valley subspace and eiτzΓK.r encodes the phase-difference between waves
in the K and K′ valleys. T (E) = V +Ggr0 V G
gr
0 +G
gr
0 V G
gr
0 V G
gr
0 + ... is the
T matrix that yields the effect of the impurity in graphene. Within the First
Born approximation, one can take only the first term of the expansion of the
T matrix. Thus, the scattered wave can be calculated to first approximation
as Ψout = G
gr
0 (r →∞, E)V (r)ΨKinc(r = 0):
Ψout(r) = − u0√
2
√
isEk
8pir
eikr


1
eiθ
0
0
+ e−i(K−K′).r

0
0
−eiθ
1


This means that a sharp defect is equally likely to produce intra-valley and
inter-valley scattering.
Localized perturbations in a metal or semiconductor gives rise to an os-
cillating pattern in the local density of states (and of course, in the charge
density) in the region around the disorder; these modulations are named
Friedel oscillations . The exact origin of the perturbation can be manifold
and may be caused by the presence of vacancies, ad-atoms, substitutional
atoms and lattice deformations. Constructive interference between Friedel
oscillations of two or more adsorbates yields energetically favored configu-
rations, Fig. (3.1 d), thus, it is a fundamental mechanism to understand-
ing long-range interactions between adsorbates. We now want to discuss
the Friedel oscillations caused by inter-valley scattering at a top-defect in
graphene localized in a single atomic site [152]. We now write the impurity
potential V (r) = uδ(r), in matrix form:
V (r) =
(
uδ(r) 0
0 0
)
The perturbation of the Green’s function of graphene due to the presence of
the impurity potential is given by the Lippman-Schwinger equation, which
can be expanded in the Born approximation as:
G0gr = G
0
gr +G
0
grV G
0
gr +G
0
grV G
0
grV G
0
gr + .... (B.2)
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keeping the first-order correction in the Green’s function, the correction is
∆G(z, r, r) = G0grV (r)G
0
gr = uG
0
gr(z, r, 0)G
0
gr(z, 0, r)
∆GgrA = u0G
0
AA(r, E)G
0
AA(−r, E) (B.3)
∆GgrB = u0G
0
BA(r, E)G
0
AB(−r, E) (B.4)
depending on whether r is in the vicinity of an A or B site, and ϕ(r− rB).
The Green’s functions around the K and K′ valleys are:
G0K(r, E) =
−ik
4
eiK.r
(
H0(kr) −ie−iθH1(kr)
ieiθH1(kr) H0(kr)
)
G0K′(r, E) =
−ik
4
eiK
′.r
(
H0(kr) ie
iθH1(kr)
−ie−iθH1(kr) H0(kr)
)
and the total Green’s function for low-energies is the sum of the contributions
from the two valleys G0gr = G
0
K + G
0
K′ . Using the asymptotic expansion of
the Hankel functions,
H10 (kr)→
√
2
ipikr
eikr (B.5)
H11 (kr)→ −i
√
2
ipikr
eikr (B.6)
one can obtain, after a little algebra, that the change in local density of
states ∆ρ = − 1pi Im∆Ggr(r, r) is:
∆ρA = −u0k
2
pi2
cos 2kr
2kr
cos2
(
∆K
2
.r
)
(B.7)
∆ρB =
u0k
2
pi2
cos 2kr
2kr
sin2
(
∆K
2
.r + θ
)
(B.8)
where ∆K = K−K′. The change in particle density (at zero temperature)
is given by the integral of the change in LDOS over all energies below the
Fermi level EF :
∆nA = −u0~vF
8pi2r3
[cos(2kF r) + 2kF r sin(2kF r)] cos
2(
∆K
2
.r) (B.9)
∆nB =
u0~vF
8pi2r3
[cos(2kF r) + 2kF r sin(2kF r)] sin
2
(
∆K
2
.r + θ
)
(B.10)
Although the calculation of the Friedel oscillations that we have described
here is for the case of a substitutional impurity, it is also valid for the case
of an ad-atom. The adatom Hamiltonian is Had = dd
†d, where operators
d† and d create and annihilate electrons in the adatom orbital, respectively.
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The effect of the adatom on the graphene lattice can be introduced by a
self-energy term in the Hamiltonian of graphene Σad = t
′†Gadt′, where the
Green’s function of the adatom is simply Gad =
1
+iδ−d , and t
′ is the cou-
pling between graphene and the adatom. The self-energy term in graphene
becomes Σad =
(t′)2
+iδ−d . Hence if we want to study the effects of the adatom
on graphene, one can treat the adatom as a substitutional impurity that
changes the onsite potential at the host carbon site to (t
′)2
+iδ−d .
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